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MISSION:
To conduct and direct the Advanced Education of Commissioned Officers.
To provide such other technical and professional instruction as may be prescrib ed to meet the needs of the naval service, and, in support of the foregoing,
to foster and encourage a program of research in order to sustain academic
excellence.

CHALLENGE:
Graduate level education in specific disciplines is often essential for optimum
performance of duty. Additionally, and even more importantly, graduate education broadens the capacity for original thought, develops the analytical tools for
problem solving, provides better perspective, strengthens mental discipline and
improves the ability to communicate ideas, all of which enhance the officer's
value in whichever assignment he may have.

HISTORY
For 65 years the Naval Postgraduate School has provided advanced
education for commissioned officers of the United States Navy.
When it was established at Annapolis on 9 june 1909, only ten
officers made up the class, three professors formed the faculty, and
marine engineering was the only curriculum. It was called the Postgraduate Department of the United States Naval Academy.
The School suspended operations during World War I. When
classes resumed in 1919, mechanical and electrical engineering were
added to the course of instruction . Later, ordnance engineering,
radio engineering, aerological engineering and aeronautical engineering were introduced as the Navy continued to recognize its
need for officers with advanced technical knowledge. The Postgraduate Department was renamed the United States Naval Postgraduate School, but still operated as a part of the Naval Academy.
In 1927 the General Line Curriculum was established to provide
instruction which would acquaint junior line officers with modern
developments within the Navy, and to broaden their professional
knowledge for future command at sea. It remained an integral part of
the School until World War II, when the general line students returned to the fleet. Enrollment in the other curricula continued to
increase during the war years as the School grew to meet th e needs
of the Navy. After World War II, the Navy began plans to m ove the
Postgraduate School away from Annapolis and to improve its professional status . The post-war period also saw the General Lin e School
reestablished, this time at Newport, Rhode Island, and at Monterey,
California. Between 1945 and 1948, Congress established the School
as a separate activity under its own superintendent, created the
office of academic dean , granted the superintendent authority to
award the bachelor's, master's and doctor's degrees, and approved
Monterey as the future home of the School.
The Naval Postgraduate School was officially established on the
West Coast on 22 December 1951. Five yea rs later the Navy Management School joined the General Line School as a component of the
Postgraduate School, and for the first time a Bachelor of Science
Curriculum was offered to selected officers who had not completed
their undergraduate education. A further need for baccalaureate
courses resulted in the inauguration of a Bachelor of Arts Curriculum
in 1961.

A year later the Chief of Naval Personnel authorized a major
internal reorganization of the School. The Management, Engineering and General Line Schools merged, in effect making the Naval
Postgraduate School a naval university, unified in policy, procedure
and purpose .
The last major revision took place in january 1967 when all curricula were reevaluated, and operations were shifted from a fiveterm to a four-quarter academic calendar.
The Naval Postgraduate School is located within the City of Monterey, one mile east of the downtown business area . The site of the
School is the former Del Monte Hotel of pre-World War II days . The
beautifully landscaped campus contains most of the academic and
administration buildings within the main grounds. There is an adjacent beach area for research and a nearby laboratory area . The total
campus covers approximately 600 acres.
Most of the academic classrooms, laboratories, and offices are
located in five major buildings, Spanagel, Bullard, Halligan, Root
and Ingersoll Halls. The newest building is the 400,000 volume
Dudley Knox Library which was completed early in 1972.

grams and a civilian Dean of Program s w h o collaborate to share
responsibilities for planning, con du ct and admi nistration of the
various educational programs.
Th e close tie b etween elements of th e d ual orga nization is further
typ ified by th e Acad emi c Associates. Th ese are i n dividual civilian
facu lty members appointed by the Academic Dean to work closely
wi th a Curricular O fficer in the development and operation of a
curriculum. Satisfa ction of the Navy's needs is the primary resp onsibility of the Curricular Officer while the Academic Associate is responsible fo r the academi c quality of the program.
Logistic support is p rovided by conventional service departments
su ch as Supply and Disbursing, Public Works, Dental, Medical, etc.
grouped organiza tio nally under a Director for Mili tary Operations
and Logistics. Certain other officers such as th e Comptroller, Safety
O fficer, and Public Affairs Offi cer rep ort to the Chief of Staff.

ORGANIZATION

STUDENT PROFILE

The Superintendent of the Postgraduate School is a rear admiral of
the line of the Navy. Administratively, the School is organized into
parallel military and civilian structures. The senior member of the
civilian faculty is the Provost/Academic Dean . Three captains of the
line serve as Chief of Staff, Director of Programs, and Director of
Logistics and Military Operations respectively.
The academic programs and direct supporting functions are administered and operated through the Programs Office, a unique
organization composed of Curricular Offices and Academic Departments. The former are staffed b y naval officers and civilian faculty members whose primary functions are threefold: (1) academic
counseling and military supervision of officer students; (2) curriculum development and management to insure attainment of professional and academic objectives; and (3) liaison with subspecialty
consultants to insure curricula meet Navy requirements. Details of
curricula are described in another section of this document.
Classroom and laboratory instruction and thesis supervision are
accomplished by a faculty which is organized into nine academic
departments and two interdisciplinary groups .
The academic program is administered by the Director of Pro-

lnterservice and International
Officers attending the Naval Postgraduate School come from a
wide variety of educational and professional backgrounds. The great
majority, about 75 percent, are U.S. Navy officers, representing
nearly all of the officer communities. The remaining students are
officers of the U.S. Marine Corps, Army, Air Force, and Coast Guard,
as well as a group of nearly 200 officers representing the armed forces
of 24 foreign countries . The average student is a Lieutenant with
approximately 6 years of commissioned service, but officers ranking
from Ensign to Captain are enrolled. The average enrollment varies
from 1100 to 1400 during the year.
Interaction with other students contributes a significant component of the total educational process. Students share experiences as
diverse as their backgrounds and as common as their dedication to
military service. In this way, each student greatly broadens his professional perspective, and develops understanding, mutual respect,
and lifelong friendships . The diversity of background, culture, experience, nationality and previous education provides the NPS student with exceptional opportunity for pro fession al and personal
growth.
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FACULTY
Reasonable con sensus exists within the academic community on
the high correlation between excellence of g radua te prog rams and
excellence of the faculty. One measure of this excellence is the
distribution in advanced degrees among th e faculty. As of 7 july 7975
the Naval Postgraduate School faculty consists of 215 civilian and
30 military faculty members of whom 78% had doctoral degrees, 21 %
had master degrees, and 1% had baccalaureate degrees. This distribution compares most favorably with that of the very best universities when their graduate student teaching assis tants (not existent
at NPS) are included.
A second measure of this excellence is the type of accreditation
which an institution receives . This ranges from a minimum number
of years with caveats to a maximum number of yea rs withou t reservation. The Naval Postgraduate School is accredited for the maximum
period by the Western Association of Sch ools and Colleges and by
the Engin eers Council for Professional Development.
A third measure of faculty excellence is the nature and magnitude
of the research productivity. Most of the facu lty research is supported by the Office of Na va l Research, th e Director of Naval
Laboratories and the various Systems Commands in projects pertinent to naval needs . The nominal workload of the NPS faculty
member is two-thirds teaching and one-third research. Much of this
faculty research is structured in increments providing for officer
student participation in practice-oriented projects, thus contributing to the timeliness and rele vancy of the individual student's program. The importance and relevance of NPS research was highlighted last year by the incorporation into an advanced Navy system of
NPS-developed special purpose signal processing techniques.
The quality of teaching and research in the NPS faculty reflects a
strong dedication to the Navy, the Naval Postgraduate School and
the students. The faculty understand the types of students who
come to Monterey, keep current about ongoing developments
within the military, and relate military associated examples to theo'ry
·in the classroom and laboratory. Faculty members are formally
cleared for classified matter, and stowage and control facilities are
available for all levels of security classification . This allows both
student and faculty full access to classified material as needed.
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This last year has been a year of con tinued progress by the NPS
faculty toward excellence in education, research and service to the
Navy. New initiatives are best exemplified by the establishment of a
Continuing Education Program. This prog ram will contribute significantly to the Navy's mission in the future. Its essential components of academic counseling, basic courses given off-campus to
shorten the officers' time in fully-funded education, and update
courses given on and off campus are responsive to Department of
D efense guidance on g radu ate education and reflect current
academic trends toward non -traditional modes of instruction.
The Postgraduate School's faculty have been active both in
academic and in government circles. Several faculty members have
been elected or appointed to high positions, including the presidency, in professional and scholarly societies. Several more have
been honored by professional societies by being named Fellows or
by having their research cited. Many have been cited by various
offices in the Navy for their professional efforts.
Recently, renewed emphasis has been placed on faculty experience tours . In these tours, the faculty members spend three months
to a year working in a Navy or DoD organization on research problems . The tours add to the faculty's knowledge of Navy problems

.
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will be notified of selection by a BUPERS Notice at the earliest
feasible date after the meeting of the selection board, or by official
correspondence. Assignment to a course of study at the Naval Postgraduate School depends on availability of the individual officer,
yearly quotas in pertinent curricula, and agreemen t by the officer to
incur the required obligated service.
Officers on duty with other branches of service are eligible to
attend the Postgraduate School. They should apply in accordance
with the directives promulgated by their respective services.
Military officers from allied countries may be admitted to certain
curricula at the Postgraduate School. Such admission is subject to
availability of quotas assigned to each country. Application must be
made through normal channels of communication and not sent
directly to the Naval Postgraduate School.
and foster closer cooperation between the School and the various
sponsors.
The many current pressures on graduate education indicate that
the coming year will present many challenges. As in the past the
faculty's technical expertise, educational creativity, and their familiarity with Defense problems will provide the Navy with invaluable
assistance in meeting these challenges.

ADMISSIONS PROCEDURES
U .S. Navy officers interested in admission to one of the curricula
offered at the Naval Postgraduate School are referred to OPNAV
Notice 1520, Subject: Postgraduate Educational Programs, which is
published annually by the Chief of Naval Operations. This directive
outlines the various educational programs available and indicates
the method of submitting requests for consideration for each program.
A selection board is convened annually by the Chief of Naval
Personnel to select officers for graduate education. Based upon
professional performance, academic background and personal preference, within quotas which reflect the Navy's requirements in the
various fields, officers are designated for graduate study. Officers

Anyone having questions regarding admission procedures may
write to the Dean of Curricula, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California 93940; or telephone (408) 646-2391 or AUTOVON
479-2391.
Upon acceptance of orders, officers are encouraged to write to the
Superintendent, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California
93940, Code 0212, for a self-study mathematics (calculus) refresher
course. This course has been found to be of great assistance in
improving mathematical ability and restoring proper study habits.
Potential students should undertake this program as early as possible prior to commencement of their academic programs.

SUPPORT FACILITIES
The Naval Postgraduate School has a number of special facilities
which aid the educational and research efforts of the faculty and
students. Among these are aero propulsion laboratories; air, acoustic, and electromagnetic echo-free chambers; electro-optic and laser
laboratories; a 120-megavolt linear accelerator; shipboard electronic
and radar equipments; subsonic, transonic and supersonic wind
tunnels; earth's field magnetometers; a small-rocket laboratory; a

large three-dimensional smoke tunnel; and a hybrid digital/analog
computer simulation laboratory.
In addition to its 126-foot research boat Acania, the School has use
of the Navy's newest oceanographic research ships for deep sea
studies. Also in use for specialized study is a 24-foot captured air
bubble vehicle.
The Naval Postgraduate School's IBM 360/67 duplex system computer center supports the academic and research programs. Every
graduate student receives computer educatio n at Monterey, and has
access to the computer center throughout his studies. Facilities
include an advanced operating system, graphic data processing and
time-sharing capabilities . With 30 terminals distributed throughout
the campus , students and faculty members can address computer
facilities from many different locations at the same time . Many
smaller computers are dedicated to particular educational programs
and to experimental efforts.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
The Postgraduate School offers a wide variety of advanced
academic programs designed to provide a sound education in military oriented curricula. These graduate programs are not organized
along traditional degree requirements but rather into curricular
programs each of which addresses the advanced knowledge and
expertise required by the subspecialty billets supported by that
curriculum. However, NPS programs are accredited by the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges and the Engineers Council for
Professional Development, and with adequate academic achievement, do lead to award of a graduate degree. The flexibility of the
NPS programs permits the accommodation of officer students with
widely divergent academic backgrounds and lapses in time since
undergraduate studies. With this flexibility and the counseling provided by the Curricular Officer/Academic Associate team, the vast
majority of officer students not only successfully complete their
curricular program but do so with academic excellence.

GRADUATE EDUCATION in OPERATIONS
RESEARCH/SYSTEMS ANALYSIS #360
Designed to supply the Services ' needs for a cadre of military operations analysts for assignment to Department of
Defense headquarters staffs, other major staffs, development groups, operational staff!> and various Defense Department agencies, the Operations Research/Systems
Analysis program at the Naval Postgraduate School provides
education in the application of quantitative analyses to
operational, tactical, and managerial problems. The disciplines of mathematics, probability, statistics, economics,
human factors, physical science, and optimization which
the officer student learns here or brings with him, supply
the theoretical background for analyzing alternative
choices in tactical and strategic warfare and in planning,
budgeting and procurement of systems and forces. The
course of study generates computational capability and
develops skills in identifying relevant information, generating decision criteria, and selecting alternatives. This education enhances performance in all duties throughout a military career, including operational billets, technical manager:nent assignments and policy making positions.
THE PROGRAM
This curriculum is interdisciplinary, and consists of course
work in operations research, probability and statistics,
mathematics, physical science, economics, human engineering, and computer science. An integral part of the
advanced phase of the program is a six-week experience
tour in which the officers are assigned as working members
of appropriate military or industrial groups engaged in operations research/systems analysis on military problems.
The experience tour is designed to permit the student to
become involved in the practical application of military
operations research and to identify problems of real military
interest which the officer may pursue as part of his advanced study and thesis effort.
GOAL: A graduate who can prepare and evaluate INDEPENDENTLY
• quantitative analyses dealing with alternative choices
in
- tactical and strategic warfare
- planning, budgeting, and procurement of forces
• cost-effectiveness studies and economic analyses
• computer simulation studies
• war-gaming analyses
• statistical data analyses
• design of Fleet tactical exercises
• test and evaluation experiments

ENTRANCE DATES:

March and September.

DURATION:

Tailored to the student's qualifications; generally 1112 to 2 years.

DEGREE:

Requirements for the degree are

met as an included part of the cur. ricular program.
REQUIREMENTS:

A baccalaureate degree with
above-average grades in mathematics through calculus.

WHO CAN ATTEND:

All Navy officer communities (line,
staff corps); officers of other U.S.
Services; Allied officers.

The academic program consists of two phases: an introductory phase of basic courses which are required as prerequisites for graduate level studies, and an advanced phase
which permits the student to examine a selected area of
analysis to some depth. The introductory phase is tailored
to the individual's background and qualifications. This portion of the program is of variable length depending on the
amount of course work listed below which can be validated
by examination or credited from prior academic work . The
length of the advanced phase is tailored to the curricular
objectives and the requirements of the parent service or
organization. A thesis is required in addition to the course
work.
The in troductory phase prepares students in the following
disciplines:
• calculus
• linear algebra
• computer programming in FORTRAN
• applied physics (underwater acoustics, lasers, infra-red,
radar, and defense communication systems)
• probability and statistics
• mathematical economics and resource allocation
• linear programming
• system simulation
• human factors in military system design.
During the early part of the advanced phase the U.S. student is assigned a six-week experience tour with Department of Defense analysts and other groups engaged in
analyses of military problems. International students are
assigned experience tours consistent with classification
considerations and their country's desires and at no cost to
the U.S. government. Some agencies which have participated in the experience tour program in the past include:

• Office of the Chief of Naval Operations
• Office of the Secretary of Defense
• ]oint Chiefs of Staff
• Naval Safety Center
• U.S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency
• Marine Corps Tactical System Support Activity
• Naval Systems Commands
• Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic (SACLANT)
• Operational Test and Evaluation Force
• Naval Electronics Laboratories
• Bureau of Naval Personnel
• U.S. Army Combined Arms Development Activity
• Institute for Defense Analysis
• U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
• Navy Recruiting Command
• U.S. Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency
• Experimental Squadron FIVE
• State Department
• Destroyer Development Group
• Submarine Development Group
• Project Managers under the Chief of Naval Material
At the completion of the experience tour the student enters
one of six " option" areas which offer specialization in a
particular area in recognition of requirements of the
officer's military service or corps, as well as his background
and interests:
Systems Analysis Option _- Preparation for dealing with defense department resour:~ allocation, planning and programming. Courses include:
Theory, Methods and Practice of Systems Analysis
Econometrics
Defense Expenditure and Policy Analysis
The Defense Industry: Structure, Conduct and
Performance
Public Expenditure Analysis
Control in Economics
Decision Making in Financial Management
Operations Evaluation (Navy) Option- Preparation for dealing yvith the analysis of tactics and hardware in Naval Warfare. Courses include:
Search Theory and Detection
Operations Research Problems in Naval Warfare
Design of Experiments
Skilled Operator Performance
Operational Test and Evaluation of Naval Systems
Sound in the Ocean
Advanced Topics in War Gaming and Simulation
Reliability and Weapon System Effectiveness
Measurement ·

Operations Evaluation (Marine Corps, Army) Option Preparation for dealing with the analysis of land combat
operations. Courses include:
Mathematical Models of Combat
Optimization of Combat Dynamics
Design of Experiments
Human Performance Evaluation
Games of Strategy
Reliability and Weapons System Effectiveness
Measurement
Operations Research Problems in Special Warfare
Human Factors Option - Preparation for dealing with
human performance evaluation and the design of
man/machine systems. Courses include:
Skilled Operator Performance
Operations Research in Military Man/Machine Systems
Evaluation of Human Factors Data
Human Factors in Military Systems Design
Personnel Motivation and Performance Evaluation
Logistics Option - Preparation for dealing with supply systems for Navy Supply Corps and Quartermaster or Maintenance officers.
Inventory Theory
Seminar in Military Supply Systems
Financial and Managerial Accounting
Time Series Analysis
Military Procurement and Contract Administration
Military Application of Management Information Systems

mE COMPUTER IN USE AS AN ANALYTICAL TOOL

Versatility in many problem-solving techniques is the
hallmark of the analyst.

Advanced Modelling Option- Preparation for dealing with
the theory and techniques of operations research . Courses
include:
Design of Experiments
Network Flows and Graphs
Applied Statistics
Reliability and Weapons Systems Effectiveness
Inventory Theory
Games of Strategy
Mathematical Programming with Military Applica tions

NEW WEAPONS SYSTEMS
For further information write to Curricular Officer, Operations Research /Systems Analysis Programs, Code 30, Na va l
Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940. Telephone (408)
646-2786 or Autovon 479-2786.

The military analyst is involved in concept formulation, cost-effectiveness studies, and the development
of tactics for new weapons systems.

sidered
minimal
preparation.
Completion of differential calculus
is highly desirable.

GRADUATE EDUCATION in
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Over the last two decades, graduate education in technical
management has become an ever more important part of
the advanced studies conducted at the Naval Postgraduate
School. Effe ctive management of large computers and
computer centers is central to the accomplishment of organizational goals and the efficient utilization of resources.
The Military Services are increasingly in· need of officers
educated in the management of complex military computer
centers; the supply of such officers is continually outstripped by the demand for them .

Education in the Computer Systems (formerly known as
Information Systems (Computer) and Computer Systems
Management) curriculum includes extensive work in several academic disciplines. Administrative science and computer science, together with mathematics, are the basic
principles upon which this curriculum is built. The complex
mili tary computer systems of today are dependent upon
basic scientific knowledge in these fields and the successful computer manager requires competence in these areas .
The details of this challenging and stimulating program are
described in this pamphlet.
OBJECTIVE:

To provide the graduate with the
knowledge , skills, and practical
understanding
necessary to
evaluate the changes and advances
in the management of computers in
the Military Services . In addition,
the graduate possesses the understanding necessary for the critical
management decisions needed in
the development and utilization of
complex computer-based military
systems. The primary sub-specialty
consultant for the Computer Systems curriculum is the Director of
the Information Systems Division
(OP-91) in the Office of the Chief of
Naval Operations.

PREREQUISITES:

A Haccalaureate degree or the
equivalent with above average
grades in mathematics is required.
Completion of two semesters of
college mathematics, at or above
the level of college algebra is con-

ELIGIBILITY:

This curriculum is open to officers
in the rank of Lieutenant (junior
Grade) through Commander in the
11XX, 73XX, 151X, 161X, 163X, 181X,
310X, 510X communities, equivalent grade officers of other U.S.
Services, and qualified foreign
military officers.

LENGTH:

Four or five academic quarters, depending upon the student 's
academic background, experience,
and ability.

ENTRANCE DATES:

September and March

DEGREE:

Requirements for the Master of Science in Computer Systems Management are met as an included
part of the curricular program.
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Th e program is designed to meet the needs of the Military
Services for a technically qualified officer with the managerial skills essential to the successful implementation and
effective utilization of computer-based systems in military
operations . Application of classroom theory to current
computers and computer systems, and those under development, are stressed throughout the curriculum . The
Computer Systems curriculum is an interdisciplinary program
which
integrates
mathematics,
accounting,
economics, computer science, behavioral science, and
management techniques into an understanding of the
technical management of large computer centers . Program
flexibility is available to permit a student to pursue, in
depth, a specialization in an area of interest to himself and
his community. The guest lecturer and seminar program of
this curricu lu m permits the students to meet active researchers, users and managers from both the civilian and
military communities. The modern computer facilities of
the Na val Postgraduate School and on-going research in the
application of computer systems in the solution of current
mili tary problems afford the student exciting opportunities.
Officers requesting the Computer Systems (#367) curriculum are encouraged to undertake off-duty studies prior

to assignment to the Naval Postgraduate Schoo l. A review
of mathematics, completio n of differential/integ ral calculus
and basic acco unting (if not already completed), and introductory w ork in programming and computers are strongly
reco mmended. The Computer Systems curriculum con tains both undergraduate and graduate-level courses. Th e
undergra duate courses are in clu ded to provide the n ecessa ry educational background and fulfill or refresh prerequisites for the graduate-level courses. Students are encouraged to validate (exempt) required undergraduate courses
wherever possible. Off-duty studies prior to arrival facilitate
the va lidation and make it possible for the student to enter
directly at the graduate level. This results in not only an
accelerated program, but also a richer program. Each individual student's academic program can be varied to reflect
both his academic background and the program objectives
and specialization required by the parent Servi ce or organiation .
Upon g raduation the Naval officer is assigned a subsp ecialty code with in th e Compu ter Systems fi eld. As a
Computer Systems sub -sp ecialist, th e o fficer h as available
to him a w ide range o f p ossib le assig nments in which to
furth er de vel op his sub-specialty. Th ere are presen tly over
300 billets wh ich have been identified an d coded to be
filled b y graduates of th e Co mputer sys tems curri culum .
Thes e billets are located afloa t and ash ore, in CONUS and
o verseas. Th e de ta ils of th ese billets may be fou n d in NAVPERS 15993 (Anriual O fficer Billet Summary).

DESCRIPTION OF CURRICULUM
Th e Computer Systems curriculum is an integrated, interdis ciplinary program constructed from the courses offered
by several different academic departments at th e Naval
Pos tgraduate School. Thes e departments include Comp uter Science, Administrative Science, and Math ematics.
Undergraduate courses considered necessary to prep are
students for g raduate level work in Computer Systems in clude the following:
Calculus
Finite Mathematics
Mathematics for Management
Computational Linear Algebra
Introduction to Computers and COBOL Programming
Behavioral Science
Financial Accounting
So me typical graduate /eve/ courses are:

Probability & Statistics for Management
Structured Programming
Operating Systems
Structure of Digital Computers
Operations Research for Computer Systems Managers
Data Processing Ma nagem ent in Government
Computer- based D efense Management Information
Sys tems
Organization an d Ma nagem ent in th e Pub li c Sector
Managerial Econ o mics
Managerial Accoun ting
Defense Resource Alloca tion
Huma n Resource Managemen t in D O D
A broad spectru m of electi ve courses are available for students at th e Nava l Postgraduate Sch ool. These courses
permit h im to exp lo re a subject in d ep th to m eet sponsor
needs and to develop professionally. Stu den ts in the Computer Syste ms curricv lu m may ch oose appropriate electives
in comp u ter sci ence, administrati ve scien ce, an d opera tions research . Th ese courses in clude such subject areas a's:
Military Applicatio ns of Artifi cial In telligence
Rea l Ti me Combat Directi on Sys tems & Stru ctures
In teractive Graphics in Co m mand & Con tro l
Mili ta ry Sys tem s Simulatio n
Indu strial Relations
Introdu ctio n to Military Systems Acquisitio n
Econ omics o f Co mputers
Fundam entals o f Project Ma nagem en t
Poli ci es in D efen se Managem ent
Furth er de tails of th e Co mputer Sys tems (# 367) cu rriculu m
m ay b e fo und in th e curren t edi ti on o f th e Naval Postg rad ua te Sch ool ca talogu e. Fo r ad di tio n al information ,
write to Co mputer Techno logy Curricular O ffice (Code 37),
Naval Postgraduate Sch ool, M o n terey, CA 93940. Prosp ective students are also en couraged to ca ll th e Curri cu lar
O ffi ce at (408) 646-2764 (co mm ercial) or 479-2764 (A u tovon) .

GRADUATE EDUCATION in
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Graduate education in science has long been one of the
primary functions of the Naval Postgraduate School. As the
complexity of military systems has increased, so has their
dependence upon the digital computer. Thus, it becomes
increasingly important for military leaders to understand
the principles, technology, and capabilities of complex
computer systems if they are to effectively operate, manage, and command tomorrow's military systems. To meet
this need, the Postgraduate School offers a program in
Computer Science as a part of its graduate education in the
scientific fields .
Education in Computer Science includes extensive breadth
in several academic disciplines . Mathematics, operations
analysis, and electrical engineering are the foundations
upon which this new field is built. This Naval Postgraduate
School graduate program (curriculum #368) addresses
those areas of Computer Science which are of vital importance to tomorrow's military leader. The basics of this challenging and stimulating program are described in this pamphlet.
OBjECTIVE:

To provide a graduate with the
knowledge and skills necessary to
specify, evaluate, and manage the
design of computer systems and
provide technical guidance in applications ranging from basic data
processing to sophisticated tactical
systems . The primary sub-specialty
consultant for the Computer Science curriculum is the Director of
the Information Systems Division
(OP-91) in the Office of the Chief of
Naval Operations .

PREREQUISITES:

A Baccalaureate degree or the
equivalent with above average
grades in mathematics is required.
Completion of differential and integral calculus is considered minimal preparation. Undergraduate
majors in applied science or engineering are highly desirable .

ELIGIBILITY:

This curriculum is open to officers

in the rank of Lieutenant (Junior
Grade) through Commander in the
11XX, 13XX, 140X, 161X and 310X
communities, equivalent grade officers of other U.S. Services, and
qualified foreign military officers.
DURATION:

Seven academic quarters (1 ~years)
or less depending on the student's
academic background, experience,
and ability.

ENTRANCE DATES:

September and March

DEGREE:

Requirements for the Master of Science in Computer Science are met
as an included part of the curricular
program.
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Computer Science is a relatively new academic discipline,
concerned with the representation , storage, and manipu1ation of data by techniques and devices applicable to a wide
variety of problems. This program is designed to meet the
needs of th e military services for an officer with graduate
education in applied computer science. The application of
computers to all aspects of military operations is stressed
throughout the curriculum. This curriculum is an interdisciplinary program integrating mathematics, probability,
statistics, operations research and electronics. The program
emphasizes the analysis and design methodologies appropriate to an understanding of the hardware and software
components·of complex computer systems. The guest lecturer and seminar program of this curriculum stresses the
present day utilization of computer theory and technology.
The modern computer laboratory facilities and research
efforts in application of computer techniques to current
military problems afford unequalled opportunities for students in this program.
Officers requesting the Computer Science (#368) curriculum are encouraged to undertake off-duty studies prior
to assignment to the Naval Postgraduate School. A review
of calculus, a course in differential equations (if not previously completed) and introductory work in programming
and computers are strongly recommended. The curriculum
contains both undergraduate and graduate level courses.
The undergraduate courses fulfill or refresh prerequisites
for the graduate level courses. Students are encouraged to
va lidate (exempt) required undergraduate courses wher-

ever possible. Off-duty studies prior to arrival facilitate the
validation and make possible not only an accelerated program but also a richer program . The length and content of
each individual student's academic program can be varied
to accommodate both his academic background and the
curricular objectives and specialization required by the parent Service or organization.
Upon graduation the Naval officer is assigned a subspecialty code appropriate to his area o f concentration
wi thin the Computer Science field. As a Computer Science
sub-specialist, the officer has available to him a wide range
of possible assignments in which to further develop his
sub-specialty. There are presently nearly 100 billets which
have been identified and coded to be filled by graduates of
the Computer Science curriculum. These billets are located
afloat and ashore, in CONUS and o verseas. The details of
these billets may be found in NAVPERS 15993 (Annual Officer Billet Summary).

Computer Systems
Interactive Graphics in
Military Applications of
Command and Control
Artificial Intelligence
Real- Time Combat Direction
Data Processing Management Systems and Structures
in Government

MATHEMATICS
Topics in Discrete Mathematics
Numerical Analysis
Probability and Statistics
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
Operations Research for Computer Scientists
System Simulation
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Switching Theory and Logic Design
Engineering Applications of Computers in Defense
Advanced Digital Computer Systems

DESCRIPTION OF CURRICULUM
The Computer Science curricu lum is an integrated, interdisciplinary program containing courses carefully chosen
from several different academic departments at the Naval
Postgraduate School. These departments include Computer Science, Mathematics, Electrical Engineering, and Operations Research.
Undergraduate courses are chosen as necessary to prepare
students for graduate level work and typically are selected
from the following:

Further specialized education in any of the above broad
areas is available through elective courses. A selection of
electives is also available in the following areas: economics
of computers, applications of management information
systems, and fT'ilitary organization development. In addition to pursuing a specific subject of interest through these
electives, the student participates in a thesis project as the
culmination of his program. This project provides him an
additional opportunity to gain further expertise in an area of
mutual benefit to both his Service and himself.

Calculus and Vector Analysis
Finite Mathematics
Computational Linear Algebra
Differential Equations
Introduction to Computer Science
Introduction to FORTRAN Programming
Digital Machines
Graduate courses are typically in the following areas:
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Structured Programming
Operating Systems
Structure of Digital
Computers

Automata and Formal
Languages
Compiler Design and
Implementation
Data Communications

Further details of the Computer Science (#368) curriculum may be found in the current edition of the
Naval Postgraduate School catalogue. For additional
information, write to Computer Technology Curricular Office (Code 37) , Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, CA 93940. Prospective students are also
encouraged to call the Curricular Office at (408)
646-2764 (commercial) or 479-2764 (A utovon).

OBJECTIVE- To provide students with a sound understanding of the science of physical oceanography, and to develop the technical expertise to provide and utilize
oceanographic data in support of all aspects of military
operations . Particular emphasis is placed on the understanding of oceanographic environmental effects on the
solution of the Antisubmarine and Undersea Warfare problems .
Officers who successfully complete this curriculum will be
awarded an appropriate subspecialty billet code . However,
this education enhances performance in all duties
throughout a military career including operational billets,
technical management assignments, and policy making
positions. Students will develop sound graduate le vel
technical ability based on general engineering and scientific principles , build a new appreciation for continuing
education, acquire diverse professional knowledge, become aware of the many complex elements of problems,
develop analytical ability for practical problem solving,
broaden their capacity for original thought, and discover a
new personal confidence that leads to productive achievement throughout their career.

The Oceanography Curriculum #440 is interdisciplinary in
nature and encompasses a broad spectrum of physical,
chemical, biological and geological oceanography which is
directly related to oceanographic support of military operations .
Classroom instruction is supplemented by laboratory exercises both ashore and afloat. The Research Vessel ACANIA
is available for class laboratory experience as well as for
individual research efforts . Guest lectures, seminars, and in
situ study at the Naval Arctic Research Laboratory in Barrow,
Alaska, serve to round out the curriculum. Each student is
required to complete a satisfactory thesis. In so doing the
officer is introduced to the concept of applying theoretical
knowledge toward a practical application. Upon completion of his program, the student is qualified to serve in any
of the oceanography billets in the military.
ENTRANCE DATES:

September

DURATION:

Depends upon the qualifications of
the individual student and the curriculum objectives of the parent
service. A typical program normally
consists of eight quarters. However, students qualified may have
this period shortened by validation
of courses previously taken, transfer of credits, and by evaluation of
the level of previous experience in
the field.

DECREE:

The requirements for a degree of
Master of Science in Oceanography
can be met by satisfactory completion of the curricular program.

REQUIREMENTS:

A Baccalaureate degree or equival ent with above average grades in
mathematics and the physical sciences . Differential and integral calculus, one year of college physics,
and one year of college chemistry
are required.

WHO CAN ATTEND:

All Navy officer communities (surface, subsurface, and aviation) and
officers of other U.S. services . Allied officers may also enroll subject
to the exclusion of particular classified courses.

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION IN OCEANOGRAPHY
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Preparatory/introductory courses are chosen as necessary to
prepare students for graduate level work . This portion is of
va riable length depending on the amount of course work
which can be validated by examination or credited from
prior academic work. These first courses are in the following
areas:
Survey of Oceanography
Linear Algebra and Vector Analysis
Differential Equations
Electrical Circuits, de vices and systems
Marine Meteorology for Oceanographers

The heart of the oceanography program consists of a basic
core of graduate level courses supplemented by available
electives. The knowledge of principles gained in these
studies will enable the student to make beneficial applications of oceanography to future military hardware design,
military tactics and strategy. As with the preparatory portion, graduate courses may be selected/validated on an
individual basis . Typically included are courses in :
Partial Differential Equations and Integral Transforms
Numerical Analysis
Geophysical Random Processes
Descriptive Physical Oceanography
Geological Oceanography
Biological Oceanography
Chemical Oceanography
Scientific Cruise Experience
Waves and Tides
Coastal Oceanography
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Ocean Dynamics
Sea /Air Interaction
Semina r in Oceanography
Elective courses are available in the following areas :
Physics of Sound in the Ocean
Sound in the Ocean and Acoustic Models
Electronic Oceanographic Systems and Processors
Marine Geophysics
Polar Oceanography
Basic Hydrography
Acoustic Forecasting
Ocean Wave Forecasting
Environmental Support for Naval Operations
Ocean Engineering
Analysis of Operational Data
Introduction to Combat Models and Weapon s
Effectiveness

For further information regarding the program write: Naval
Postgraduate School (Code 35) , Monterey, CA 93940 TELEPHONE: (Area Code 408) 646-2044 (AUTOVON) 479-2044.

The environmental conditions that prevail throughout the
world are important and sometimes crucial to the planning
and execution of naval operations. The objective of the
Naval Postgraduate School Geophysics Curriculum is to
provide officers with a thorough understanding of the airsea environment and to develop the technical expertise to
provide and utilize meteorological and oceanographic data
and knowledge in support of all aspects of military operations.
This education enhances performance in all duties
throughout a nava l career including operational billets,
technical management assignments and policy making positions. Naval officers will develop sound graduate level
technical ability based on general engineering and scientific principles, build a new appreciation for continuing
education, acquire diverse professional knowledge, develop analytical ability for practical problem solving,
broaden their capacity fo r original thought, and discover a
new personal confidence that leads to productive achievement throughout their nava l careers.

Classroom instruction is supplemented by laboratory exercises, field experience, computer solutions to problems,
and guest lectures and seminars. Each student is required to
complete a satisfactory thesis. In so doing, the student is
introduced to the problem of applying his theoretical knowledge to the solution of a practical problem. Upon completion of the program, the student is qualified to serve independently as a meteorological and oceanographic forecaster in support of military operations.

ENTRANCE DATE:

September

DURATION:

Depends upon the qualifications of
the individual student and on the
objectives of the parent service. A
typical program for students with a
baccalaureate degree in either
meteorology or oceanography is
eight quarters . However, students
may have this period shortened by
validation of courses previously
taken, transfer of credits, and by
evaluation of the level of previous
experience in the field.

DEGREE:

Master of Science in Meteorology
and/or Oceanography is included
as part of the curricular program .

REQUIREMENTS:

A baccalaureate degree in either
meteorology or oceanography is
required. Students without this
qualification may enter the
geophysics program via the
Oceanography Curriculum (#440).

WHO CAN ATTEND:

Only Navy officers designated Special Duty (Geophysics) may enter
directly. Unrestricted Line officers
who desire this program must request. the Special Duty (Geophysics) designator, be accepted,
and enter directly or via the
Oceanography Curriculum (#440).
Officers of other services may enroll as well as allied officers, subject
to the exclusion of particular classified courses .

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION IN GEOPHYSICS
The Geophysics Curriculum is interdisciplinary in nature
and encompasses those areas of meteorology and
ocea nography which are directly related to environmental
support of military operations . The program consists of
preparatory subjects, basic courses in dynamic and physical
meteorology and oceanography, and a sequence in environmental analysis and forecasting, including numerical
methods by computer. The program recognizes the importance of interactions between the atmosphere and the
oceans, and deals with their relationships at the air/sea
interface.
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Preparatory courses are chosen as necessary to provide the
academic prerequisites for successful pursuit of the
graduate courses . Some of these prerequisites are:
Linear Algebra
Vector Analysis
Differential Equations
Partial Differential Equations
Numerical Analysis
Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations
Introductory Meteorology or Oceanograph y
Princip les of Meas urement of the Enviro nment
Geophysical Thermodynamics
After satisfaction of preparatory requirements, th e student
is capable of entering the graduate phase of the curriculum
which includes the following:
Dynamic and Physical Meteorology and Oceanography Sequence: Provides the student with the knowledge required
to make applications of meteorology and oceanography to
current and future military hardware and software, and to
the design of environmental support systems.
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Heat Transfer Processes
Dynamic Meteorology
Dynamic Oceanography
Air/Sea Interaction
Random Processes
Meteorological and Oceanographic Analysis and Forecasting Sequence: Assists students to develop the skills required to serve as an environmental forecaster.
Intro duction to Environmenta l Analysis
Climatology
Descriptive Physical Oceanograph y
Meteorological A nalysis
Tropospheric and Stratospheric Meteorology
Tropical Meteorology
Weather Predi ction
Numerical Prediction
Environmental Support for Naval Operations
Sound in the Ocean
Acoustical Forecasting
Ocean Wa ve and Surf Forecasting
Elective courses are also available to further his knowledge
in specific meteorological and oceanographic topics .

Consult the current edition of the Naval Postgraduate
School Catalogue for more detailed description of school
and curriculum.

" IT IS IRONIC THAT EVEN WITH OUR MODERN STRIDES
IN TECHNOLOGY - LASERS, HOMING A ND GUIDED
ORDNA NCE, SONAR, ELECTROMAGNETIC DEVICES OF
M A NY KINDS, AND THEIR COUNTERMEASURES FURTHER SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN THE PERFORMANCE OF THESE DEVICES AND WEAPONS MAY ONLY
COME FROM AN INCREASED KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH THEY OPERATE. "
RADM C. 0 . HOLMQUIST, USN (Ret)
(former Chief of Na val Research)
UNITED STATES NAVAL INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS
November 1973

For further information regarding the program write: Naval
Postgraduate School (Code 35), Monterey, CA 93940 TELEPHONE: (Area Code 408) 646-2044 (AUTOVON) 479-2044.

ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE

ADVANCED EDUCATION in ASW

Recognizing the need for improved expertise in the critical
area of antisubmarine warfare, the Naval Postgradua te
School recently insti tuted a new curriculum Antisubmarine
Warfare(#525). Continued progress in this field of Naval
warfare is vital to our national defense . Th is progress depends upon imaginative effort by th ose who can combine a
knowledge of Naval operations gained through actual experience at sea with a broad intellectual understanding of
the physical principles and technical capabilities that govern the maritime environment.

This is an interdisciplinary technical program which integrates mathematics, physics, acoustics, electrical engineering, oceanography, operations analysis, human factors,
computer science and meteorology. Several short projects
are in corporated to further integrate the material presented
in lectures and specialized laboratory exercises and to give
practice in the systems approach. As a culmination of the
program, about half of the student's time in the las t six
months is devoted to an ASW-related group project or
thesis . This provides an opportunity to apply the graduate
education, and the officer's experience, to a challenging
project of naval interest.

The employment of weapons systems in antisubmarine
warfare involves complex man-machine interactions; it includes sonar, radar, weapon, communication and information systems and platforms . Therefore, this program is centered around a study of systems used in ASW, and includes
extensive breadth in appropriate scientific and technical
disciplines. This important new program is designed to:
• Educate the officer in the fundamentals of engineering,
environmental, and analytic principles so that he will clearly
understand the basic phenomena which affect the capability of the ASW system(s) for which he is directly responsible.
• Educate the officer in the fundamentals of "systems engineering" so that he· will.be able to translate operational
specifications into systems parameters, to measure systems
effectiveness and to view various components of large systems in proper perspective.

GOAL:

A graduate who can employ broad
scientific and analytic principles to
the enhancement of his operational
and command competence, both
ashore and afloat.

ENTRANCE DATES:

Ann,ually in March

DURATION:

Two years or less depending on the
student's background and ability.

DEGREE:

Requirements for the degrf'l'! Master of Science in Systems Technology are met as an included part of
the curricular program.

REQUIREMENTS:

Mathematics through differential
and integral calculus . A Baccalaureate degree or the equivalent
is required.

WHO MAY ATTEND:

Officers selected for this program
will have demonstrated outstanding performance and have served in
at least one ASW operational billet.
A typical class is comprised of officers representing each of the ASW
communities (surface, subsurface,
aviation and surveillance). Enrollment is presently limited to U.S.
Navy officers only.

• Develop the offiCer's ability to analyze experiences critically and to state clearly the nature of problems which are
associa ted with ASW systems and operations.
• Provide the offi cer with project-type, practice-oriented
experience so that he will develop his ability to relate fun damental concepts directly to ASW operational application.
The academic content divides naturally into four major
categories. One of these is the TECHNICAL area, which
includes the analytical and engineering principles upon
which ASW systems depend. A second area is the ENVIRONMENT: the ocean and the atmosphere strongly influence the operation, performance and effectiveness of ASW
systems . Still another area is OPERATIONAL USE of systems; in this category are, for example, decision theory and
performance evaluation. Finally, HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS defines an area with marked effect on ASW system
performance.

The academic portion of this curriculum usually includes
both undergraduate and graduate level courses. The undergraduate courses fulfill prerequisites tor the graduate
level courses. Students with adequate preparation may
omit some of the undergraduate material.

Un dergra duate courses are chosen as necessary to prepare
students for graduate level work and typically are selected
from thefollowing areas:

A typical program in Antisubmarine Warfare is represented
below.

Elements of Linear Algebra, Ordinary Differential
Equations, and Fourier Series
Vector Calculus
Partial Differential Equations and Transforms for
Wave Propagation
Applied Probability Theory
Descriptive Statistics and Operations Research Models
Calculation and Programming
Computer Systems
Electronic Systems
Survey of Oceanography
Therma l and Dynamic Properties of Gases and Liquids
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In addition to participating in an ASW-related individual
th esis or a group project with two or three other students as
th e culmination of his pro_gram, each officer selects a
th ree-course elective sequence in a specialty area. Examp les of such areas are Operations Analysis, Underwater
oustics, ASW Signal Processing, Human Factors, and
Non-Acoustic Sensors. Throughout the program seminars
p rovide for guest speakers, discussions of ASW matters,
nd other special activities.
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The graduate program consists of integrated course offerings in the several disciplines related to ASW. Typical
graduate level topics are listed below:
Study Project on ASW Systems Performance
Electromagnetic Wave Propagation
Non-Acoustic Sensor Systems
The Defense Decision Process and ASW Warfare
Computation and Computer Simulation
Fundamentals of Acoustics
Underwater Acoustics
Environmental Fa ctors in Underwater Acoustics
Environmental Prediction for Underwater Sound
Propagation
Meteorology for ASW
Signals and Noise
Signal Processing Systems
Search, Detection and Localization Models
Combat Models and Weapons Effectiveness
Decision Analysis and Data Analysis
Human Vigilance Performance
ASW War Gaming
Systems Psychology
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For further information regarding this program write
Code 331, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA
93940, or call (408) 646-2116 (a utovon 479-2116).
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THESIS/GROUP PROJECT

Graduate education in weaponry and ordnance systems has
long been one of the primary functions of the Naval Postgraduate School. As weapons have developed and become
more complex, education at NPS has also changed to keep
pace with rapidly emerging technology upon which combat
systems are developed. Today and tomorrow all professional military leaders must understand those principles
and technologies if they are to optimally operate, manage
and command combat systems for which they will be responsible.
Education in Weapon Systems Engineering includes extensive breadth in academic disciplines . Combat systems are
complex and dependent upon a wide range of basic scientific knowledge in such areas as explosives and propellants,
plasmas, mechanics, materials science, controls, electronics, acoustics and radars. Depth in the graduate knowledge of one or more of these areas is required of each
student involved in Weapon Systems Engineering. Three
separate curricula are available at NPS which address that
required depth from the technological, scientific, and engineering aspects. Originally incorporated as options of the
530 Weapon Systems Engineering Curriculum each option
recently has been assigned a separate number for ease of
administration and greater visibility for prospective students. These three Weapons curricula are:
530 Weapon Systems Technology
531 Weapon Systems Science
532 Engineering Electronics (Weapons)

ADVANCED EDUCATION in
WEAPON SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
CURRICULUM #530
This is a newly developed program designed to meet the
needs of the military services for an officer whose broadbased technical education emphasizes the concepts of systems engineering. Applications of classroom theory to current weapons systems, and those under development, are
stressed throughout the curriculum . This curriculum includes graduate level studies of computer science and realtime computer systems, electrical engineering with emphasis o n control sys tems, techn o logy of explosives and
prope llants, material science with emphasis on mechanical
behavior and failure modes of materials . Also included are
methodology and techniques of systems engineering, and
two in-depth op tion sequences wherein students ma y
specialize in particular technical subjects of their choice.
Thes e electives permit students to broaden th eir know-

ledge of weapon systems and also to reach greater depth in
some particular area . Students also engage in thesis research in an area related to these advanced studies.
In addition to the formal course work and laboratories,
students will participate in and report on projects designed
to investigate components of major weapon systems in
order to exercise their experience and their education and
to consider the " real-life" aspects of systems engineering.
A guest lecture and seminar program plus quarterly visits to
West Coast weapon-related activities serve to keep students informed of current developments and stress the
present day utilization of theory and technology.
THE PROGRAM OF ADVANCED EDUCATION
IN WEAPON SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
COAL:

A graduate who can employ broad
scientific principles and analytic
techniques in weapon system development and who is prepared to
participate actively in weapon system design, evaluation and operation .

ENTRANCE DATE:

September

DURATION:

Four to nine quarters depending on
the student's background and ability.

DEGREE:

The Master of Science in Applied
Science is included as part of the
program.

REQUIREMENTS:

Mathematics through differential
and integral calculus . A Baccalaureate degree is required, preferably in engineering or physical
science. Students not meeting
these requirements frequently can
be accommodated through special
preparatory work.

WHO CAN ATTEND:

All Navy officer communities (surface, sub-surface and aviation), officers of other U.S. services. Allied
officers may also enroll subject to
the exclusion of particular classified
courses.

The academic programs in this curriculum usually include
both undergraduate and graduate level courses. The un-

dergraduate courses fulfill or refresh prerequisites for the
graduate level courses, thus students with adequate undergraduate preparation may omit some or all of the undergraduate material. The length and content of academic
programs can be varied to reflect both the academic background of the student and the curricular objectives required
by the parent service or organization.
Upon completion of the program, the student is qualified
fo;·the sub-specialty P-code 8130/XX61 (Weapons Engineering General).
The core courses, including some undergraduate level
studies, typically contain the following:
Calculus, matrix algebra, vector analysis, complex
numbers
Ordinary and partial differential equations
Mathematical series and transforms
Electromagnetic wave theory and propagation
Thermodynamics and physical chemistry of
propellants/explosives
Systems engineering for weapon systems
Weapon systems testing and reliability
Technology and damage potential of explosives
Engineering materials and structural failures of
weapon systems
Computer modeling and programming
Real-time military computer systems
Electrical engineering, linear systems, control
of weapon systems
Military communications systems
.
In the graduate elective sequences a number of options are
available to the student. Some typical areas for advanced
study are:
Signal processing applied to weapon systems
Military radars and electronic counter
measure systems
Advanced control theory of weapon systems
Electro-optics and laser technology
Nuclear physics and radiation effects
Advanced engineering mechanics and analyses
of weapon systems
Operations research/system analysis associated
with military systems
Advanced military communications theory
Computers for command, control, and
weapon systems
For further information regarding this program write Code
33 Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940. (Area
Code 408) 646-2116 (Autovon) 479-2116.

ADVANCED EDUCATION in
WEAPON SYSTEMS SCIENCE CURRICULUM #531
This is a newly developed curricular program which has
evolved from what was pr.eviously the Electro-Optics/Laser
Technology option of the Weapons Systems Engineering
program. It is designed to meet the needs of the military
services for graduates who have a strong background in
technical and engineering physics coupled with an appreciation of the concepts of systems engineering especially as they relate to weapons. This curriculum includes
studies in electromagnetic wave propagation and communications, real-time computer systems, the chemistry of
explosives and propellants, particle and fluid mechanics,
nuclear radiations and effects, reliability and maintainability of weapon systems, and a thorough sequence of courses
in atomic and molecular phenomena .

Throughout the first six quarters of the program there is a
separate, integrated laboratory sequence in which the student performs experiments related to the lecture material
and studies the techniques of data collection . In the advanced laboratory sequence that follows, students study
the design and analysis of experiments. After completion of
these first six quarters, graduate level courses continue in
two option sequences. In one of these, studies emphasize
and broaden the student's knowledge of weapon systems;
this option enables the student to qualify for the subspecialty P code 8130P/XX61 (Weapons Engineering Genera/).
Selection of the second option permits the student to pursue advanced scientific studies and to conduct thesis research leading to a selected scientific subspecialty and
qualification for an additional code in the 844XIXX65 series
(Physics/Electro-Optics/Laser Technology/etc.) .

In addition to formal course work, students participate in
group projects in which components of major weapons
systems are investigated. This encourages them to combine
their operational experience with their education in considering "real-life" aspects of systems engineering.

In order to keep students informed of current developments and present-day utilization of theory and technology, the program includes an active guest lecture and seminar series. Also, the students participate in quarterly visits to
various West Coast military activities.

THE PROGRAM OF ADVANCED EDUCATION
IN WEAPON SYSTEMS SCIENCE
GOAL:

A graduate who is qualified to participate professionally in the de- ·
velopment, evaluation, operation
and management of complex
weapons systems, thus enhancing
his potential for positions of leadership at sea and ashore.

ENTRANCE DATE:

March

DURATION:

Four to nine quarters depending on
the student's background and ability.

DEGREE:

Requirements for the degree Master of Science in Physics are met as
an included part of the curricular
program. (Additional studies
beyond this level are available for a
few selected officers) .

REQUIREMENTS:

WHO MAY ATTEND:

Mathematics through differential
and integral calculus. A Baccalaureate degree or its equivalent
is required, preferably in engineering or physical science. Students
not meeting these requirements
frequently can be accommodated
through special preparatory work.
Officers from all Navy communities
(surface, subsurface and aviation)
and officers of other U .S. Services.
Allied officers may also enroll subject to the exclusion of particular
classified courses.

Nuclear physics and radiation effects
Physics of the ocean-air interface
Space and missile dynamics/atmospheric physics
In the graduate sequence dealing with the broader aspects
of Weapon Systems Engineering, courses in the following
areas are typical:
Weapon control systems
Advanced military radar systems
Electronic warfare systems
Operations research/military systems analysis
Explosives technologylpropellants!b/ast effects
Computer systems/military applications
Environmental effects on military systems

The academic programs in this curriculum usually include
both undergraduate and graduate /eve/ courses. The undergraduate courses refresh or fulfill prerequisites for the
graduate /eve/ courses; thus, students with adequate undergraduate preparation may omit some or all of the undergra duate material. The length and content of academic
programs can be varied to reflect both the academic background of the student and the curricular objectives required
by the parent service or organization .
The core courses, including some undergraduate level
studies, typically contain the following:
Calculus, matrix algebra, vector analysis, complex
numbers
Ordinary and partial differential equations
Mathematical series and transforms
Electromagnetic propagation/communications
Thermodyna mics and statistical physics
Weapon systems integration and engineering
Military systems reliability and maintainability
Particle and fluid mechanics
Chemistry of ordnance systems/exp losives/propellants
Real-time military computers/signal processing
Modern physics/quantum phenomena
Nuclear radiations and effects
In the scientific graduate sequence leading to a secondary
844X/XX65 P-code some typical specializations are:
Electro-optics/military applications and devices
Lasers and laser effects/laser damage
Plasma physics/laser energy absorption
Fluid drag reduction/vehicle hydrodynamics

For further information regarding this program write Code
33 Na val Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940. (Area
Code 408) 646-2116 (Autovon) 479-2116.
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PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION in
ENGINEERING ELEGRONICS (WEAPONS)
CURRICULUM 11532
This area of specialization in Weapons Systems Engineering
develops a comprehensive understanding of the application of electrical/electronic engineering principles to
weaponry and ordnance systems. The initial studies and
basic course requirements of this program are essentially
the same as the Engineering Electronics Curriculum 11590.
However, graduate level courses are directed toward
Weapon Systems application. These courses include advanced radar systems with particular emphasis on fire control applications, electronic warfare techniques and missile
guidance systems. Control systems are emphasized in the
curriculum as the building blocks of all weapon systems.
Ample elective openings permit the student to select those
courses which are of primary interest to himself thus, allowing him to specialize in one or more areas of the weapons
field.
GOAL:

A graduate qualified to develop and
to evaluate weapon systems,
ashore and afloat with particular
competence in the electronics,
communications and control aspects of these systems; an officer
with the technical expertise required for the management of
weapons programs.

ENTRANCE DATES:

September and March

DURATION:

Four to nine quarters depending
upon the student's background
and ability.

DEGREE:

Requirements for the degree Master of Science in Electrical Engineering are met as an included part of
the curricular program. (Additional
studies beyond this level are available for a few selected officers.)

REQUIREMENTS:

Mathematics through differential
and integral calculus . A Baccalaureate degree or equivalent is
required, preferably in engineering
or physical science. Students not
meeting these requirements frequently can be accommodated
through special preparatory work.

WHO CAN ATTEND:

All Navy officer communities (surface, subsurface and aviation), officers of other U.S. services and allied officers.

The academic programs in this curriculum include both
undergraduate and graduate level studies . The undergraduate courses fulfill or refresh prerequisites for the
graduate level courses; thus, students with adequate undergraduate preparation may omit some or all of the undergraduate material. The length and content of academic
programs can be varied to reflect both the academic background of the student and the curricular objectives required
by the parent service or organization.
Undergraduate areas of study are chosen to prepare students for graduate level work and typically are selected from
those indicated below.
Calculus
Computational matrix algebra
Mechanics
Circuit theory and analysis
Ordinary differential equations
Computers and Fortran programming
Electronic engineering fundamentals
Complex variables
Digital machines
Electromagnetic fields and waves
Pulse and digital circuits
Military communications theory
Military control systems
Modem physics
To provide a well-rounded graduate program, all students
are required to include courses in the subject areas of advan ced systems engineering, signal processing, and
stochastic processes. Representative course subject matter
includes:
Microwave devices for military systems
Advanced circuits and systems
Optimal and nonlinear military control systems
Advanced military radar systems
Missile guidance systems
Electronic warfare techniques and systems
Signal detection and processing theory
Applied probability theory
Advanced communication principles
Stochastic processes for command and control
Antenna engineering for military systems
Electromagnetic compatibility

Principles of special-purpose computer design
Engineering applications of computers for mili tary

systems
Military systems engineering
Advanced military digita l computer systems
An active faculty research program exists in numerous military oriented areas of electrical engineering at the Naval
Postgraduate School. This research permits students to participate actively in meaningful fields of bio-physics, signal
processing, optimal controls, and other electrical!
electronic related weapon areas. Additionally, the student
has a number of elective course options available to him
within the graduate portion of the curriculum. Elective
courses for the specialty option can be selected from any of
those offered by academic departments throughout the
campus - for example:
Defense Management Techniques and Systems
Acquisition
Physics and Chemistry
Computer Science
Environmental Sciences (Meteorology and
Oceanography)
Operations Analysis
Naval and Mechanical Engineering
In order to keep students informed of current develop ments and present-day utilization of theory and technology, the program includes an active guest lecture and seminar series. Also, the students participate in quarterly visits to
various West Coast military activities.
The officer who selects this program is seeking a professiona lly rewarding education in Electrical Engineering
which deals primarily with Weapon Systems. Within the
Navy, successful completion leads to an approved subspecialty code of 8820/XX64 (Sensors) and thus qualifies the
graduate officer for assignments to challenging subspecialty billets throughout the military establishment.
The core courses, including some undergraduate /eve/
studies, typically contain the following:
Calculus, matrix algebra, vector analysis, complex
numbers
Ordinary and partial differential equations
Mathematical series and transforms
El ectromagnetic wave theory and propagation
Thermodynamics and physical chemistry of
p rop ellants /explosives
Systems engin eering for weap on systems
Weapon systems testing and reliability

Technology and damage potential of explosives
Engineering materials and structural failu res of
weapon systems
Computer modeling and progra mming
Real-time military computer systems
Electrical engineering, linear systems, control of
weapon systems
Military communications systems
In the graduate elective sequences a number of options are
available to the student. Some typical areas for advanced
study are:
Signal processing applied to weapon systems
Military radars and electronic counter measure systems
Advanced control theory of weapon systems
Electro-optics and laser technology
Nuclear physics and radiation effects
Advanced engineering mechanics and analyses
of weapon systems
Operations research /system analysis associated with
military systems
Advanced military communications theory
Computers for command, control, and weapon systems
For further information regarding this program write Code
33, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940. (Area
Code 408) 646-2116 (Autovon) 479-2116.

WHAT IS UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS?
Acoustics is the study of vibrations in fluids and solids. Most
acousticians have an interest not only in the vibrations
themselves, but in their generation and in their effects.
Sound is generated by vibrating objects, for example,
machinery vibrations or a sonar transducer, and by fluid
flow, such as the turbulent flow along the hull of a ship or
from a jet engine. The study of. sound generating
phenomena is important in order to learn how better to
control the sound that is produced, whether the sound is
desired or not.

ENTRANCE DATES:

Annually in September

DURATION:

One to two years depending on the
student's background and ability.

DEGREE:

Master of Science in Underwater
Acoustics is normally included as
part of the curricular program. (Additional studies beyond this level
are available for a few selected officers).

REQUIREMENTS:

Mathematics through differential
and integral calculus . A Baccalaureate degree or equivalent is
required, preferably in engineering
or physics. Officers lacking this
background can sometimes be accommodated by entry via the Engineering Science program #460.

WHO MAY ATTEND:

All Navy officer communities (surface, subsurface, and aviation), officers of other U.S. services and allied officers.

A physical medium is necessary to conduct sound from one
place to another. In many cases of military interest, the
ocean, the atmosphere, mechanical structures or combinations of them comprise the path for sound propagation.
Therefore, physical and mechanical properties of materials
and their environment are very important to the military
acoustician.
The effects of sound on a detector or receiver may involve
mechanical dynamics, as in the case of a structure, or the
electrical characteristics of sensors, .amplifiers and signal
processors as in the case of some sonar systems. Human
physiology and psychology are often important to the effects of sound on man.
Underwater Acoustics is an interdisciplinary program. At
NPS, courses of study are taken in Physics, Electrical Engineering, Oceanography and Mathematics. Specific
coverage is provided in such areas as propagation of sound
in the sea, transducer theory, signal processing, electronics, oceanography, and noise and vibration control.
Successful completion of the curriculum permits the
graduate to address current and future military problems
associated with underwater acoustics systems and to expand his base of professional knowledge and technical
competence.

ADVANCED EDUCATION in
UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
GOAL:

A graduate who can employ broad
scientific principles and analytic
techniques in underwater acoustic
system development, design,
evaluation, management, and operation.

One of the very interesting and exciting aspects of acoustics
is the tremendous variety of challenging areas in which a
military officer can become involved. A few such areas are:
Sonar - sound propagation in the ocean; transducer
design.
Ship quieting- vibration control; hydrodynamic noise.
Detection - acoustic signal processing; interactions of
computers and signal detection; acoustic data display.
Noise control -Aircraft noise control; control of noise
level in working spaces.
Courses are drawn principally from the fields of Physics,
Electrical Engineering, Oceanography and Mathematics. Alth ough broadly based, the emphasis is on underwater
acoustics and its applications to Undersea Warfare . As can
be seen in the following fist, courses included relate to the
generation and propagation of sound in the ocean, military
applications of underwater sound and the electrical engineering of instruments for the detection of underwater
sounds . Also included are topics concerning the effects of
th e noise environment on people.
Introductory Study
Th is portion of the program provides the necessary
mathematics, electrical engineering, and physics required
for successful pursuit of the graduate curriculum. Each
student's transcript will be evaluated for validation of as
much material as possible.
Calculus Review
Linear Algebra
Differential Equations
Mathematical Physics
Numerical Methods
Review of Vector Mechanics and Fluids
Thermal and Dynamic Properties of Gases and Liquids
Basic Circuit Theory
Circuit Analysis
Communication Theory
Electronic Engineering Fundamentals
Digital Machines
Oceanography
Graduate Study
Th e graduate portion of the program includes courses in the
followi ng areas:

Partial Differential Equations and Integral Transforms
Applied Probability
Electromagnetic Wave Propagation
Physics of Underwater Veh icles
Fundamental Acoustics
Underwater Acoustics
Propagation of Waves in Flui ds
Transducer Theory and Design
Advanced Acoustics Laboratory
Seminar in Applications of Underwater Sound
Mechanical Waves in Solids
Shock, Vibration and Noise Control in Military Systems
Shock Waves and Non-Linear Acoustics
Sonar Systems Engineering
Acoustic Signal Processing
Oceanographic Factors in Underwater Sound
As an integral part of his program, each officer prepares a
thesis under the guidance of a faculty member. Some current projects on which officers have been doing thesis
research are:
Acoustics as a tool for studying properties of the upper
ocean and for studying hydrodynamic flow on torpedoes.
Flow noise reduction techniques
Underwater acoustics transducer design
Acoustic signal processing in Military Systems
Acoustic properties of ocean sediments
In addition, the program includes short field trips, visits to
facilities working on current military acoustic problems and
participation in such meetings as the Navy symposium on
Underwater Acoustics.

For further information regarding this program write Code
33, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940, or call
(408) 646-2116 (autovon 479-2116).

Naval Engineering was the first and only course taugh t
when the Postgraduate School started to offer graduate
level education in 7909 and it has remained as a major
curricular offering ever since. The program has kept abreast
of the rapid technological advances in total ship and
weapons system design in order to offer the best possible
education in scope and depth to enable military officers to
develop the requisite skills to operate modern complex
engineering systems at sea and to design, build and maintain them ashore.
The Poseidon Missile shown at the instant of ignition after
clearing the water is illustrative of the finest efforts of the
modern Naval Engineer. The unseen submarine, steaming
quietly below the surface, which delivered this missile embodies the latest techniques of materia ls sciences, engineering mechanics, machine design, thermodynamics
and heat transfer all of which are the province of the Na val
Engineer. Education in Naval Engineering includes extensive breadth and depth in those academic sciences and in
the administrative sciences associated with systems acquisition and financial management.

ENTRANCE DATES:

March and September are the normal entrance dates, however, entrances in january and june are
possible.

DEGREES:

Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering normally is included as
part of the program. (Advance d
programs leading to an Engineer's
Degree and a Dual Program in
Mechanical Engineering and Systems Acquisition Management
leading to two master's degrees are
available for a few selected officers .)

DURATION:

Up to two years depending upon
student's background, ability, and
program pursued.

REQUIREMENTS:

Mathematics through integral calculus, one year of physics and
chemistry. A Baccalaureate degree
or its equivalent is required, preferably in engineering or the physical
sciences.

WHO CAN ATTEND:

Naval Officer commu nities designated for surface, submarine, special warfare or ship engineering
duty, officers of other U.S. services
and Allied Officers . (Dual program
in Na val Engineering & Systems Acquisition Management is available
only to officers of U.S. Military services).

ADVA NCED EDUCATION in
NAVAL ENGINEERING
The programs are designed to meet the needs of the Navy
for officers with broad based education emphasizing the
technical and managerial principles associated with the operation and maintenance of ship hull and propulsion systems at sea and with their design acquisition and maintenance ashore. Applicati ons of theory and the latest technological developments to ship machinery, weapons and
hull systems are stressed throughout the curricula . The
programs include graduate level studies in operations
analysis and financial management as well as in the technical disciplines mentioned in the second paragraph. Additional graduate level studies related to the planning, acquisition and life cycle management of defense systems are
offered to those students selected for the dual program in
Naval Engineering and Systems Acquisition Management.
GOAL:

Graduates who have the technical
competence to operate, maintain,
and participate in the acquisition of
modern warships and weapons systems and to recognize the application and impact of technological
advances on existing sh ips and
weapons systems and on those of
the future.

The academic programs in the Naval Engineering Curricula
are grouped into an introductory study portion and an advanced graduate level study portion. The introductory
study portion consists of undergraduate level and graduate
level courses which provide the necessary breadth and
depth for successful pursuit of the advanced graduate level
study portion of the curriculum. Each student's transcript is
evaluated for valida tion of as many of the introduction
study courses as possible and the student is interviewed
upon arrival to reach final decision on those courses to be
programmed for study. The introductory study portion of
the program includes courses in the following areas:
UNDERGRADUATE
Linear Algebra and Vector Analysis

Ordinary Differential Equations
Engineering Materials for Marine Systems
Statics and Dynamics
Mechanics of Solids
Thermodynamics for Marine Engineers
Fluid Mechanics
Electrical Engineering for Ship Engineers
GRADUATE
Partial Differential Equations
Engineering Analysis
Properties of Structural Materials
Mechanical Vibrations
Heat Transfer
Ship Propulsion Systems
Mechanics of Ship & Ocean Structures
Distribution & Conversion of Electrical Energy in Ships
Financial Management in Defense industry

After completion of the introductory study portion of the
curriculum, meaningful option elective sequences of advanced graduate level studies are chosen by the student in
consultation with NPS staff and faculty advisors. For the
Naval Engineering (Mechanical) Program, these option
elective sequences normally consist of six courses in
Mechanical Engineering, a course in Operations Research
for Naval Engineers, and at least one course outside the
Mechanical Engineering Department. The option packages
from which the Mechanical Engineering Courses are chosen are shown as follows.
FLUID MECHANICS OPTIONS
Cas Dynamics
Fluid Power Control of Ship Systems
Hydrodynamics of Ocean Structures
Viscous Flow
Applied Mechanics of Naval & Ocean Structures
REACTOR ENGINEERING OPTIONS
Nuclear Reactor Analysis
Reactor Engineering Design

Advanced Vibrations
Advanced Mechanics of Solids
Finite Element Methods
Theory of Continuous Media
MATERIAL SCIENCE OPTIONS
Properties, Problems & Failures of Structural Materials
Corrosion in the Marine Environment
Mechanical Behavior of Engineering Materials in Ship
Systems
The Engineer's Program is an advanced graduate curriculum
which gives the student the opportunity to pursue a greatly
increased depth of graduate study over the Naval Engineering (Mecha nical) Curriculum. Additional courses are chosen from the option sequences shown above and a thesis of
greatl y increased depth is required.
Officers selected for the dual program in Naval Engineering
and Systems Acquisition Management complete the requirements of the Naval Engineering (Mechanical) Program
and the Systems Acquisition Management Program concurrently. The courses in Systems Acquisition Management are
pursued in the following areas:
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Managerial Accounting
Management Economics
Public Expenditure Policy & Analysis
PERSONNEL
Individual & Croup Behavior
Personnel Management & Labor Relations
QUANTITATIVE METHODS
Survey of Operations Analysis & Systems Analysis
Systems Effectiveness
Systems Analysis

H EAT TRANSFER OPTIONS
Conduction & Radiation Heat Transfer
Convection Heat Transfer
Advanced Topics in Fluid Dynamics and Heat Transfer

LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
Introduction to Systems Acquisition
Fundamentals of Defense Project Management
Production Management
Systems Engineering Management
Defense Contract Administration
Logistic Support
Procurement

ENGINEERING MECHANICS OPTIONS
Design of Naval Machinery
Advanced Dynamics of Marine Systems

Students who achieve superior academic performance may
be admitted to the Engineer's Program or the dual program
in Naval Engineering and Systems Acquisition Manage-

ment, subject to the approval of the Chief of Naval
Education and Training. Students completing the
dual program in Naval Engineering and Systems Acquisition Management will fulfill the requirements for
assignment of subspecialty codes in both Ship
(Mechanical) Engineering and Materials Support
Management (Systems Acquisition).

For further information regarding this program, write
or call Code 34, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940 (A rea Code 408) 646-2033 or (autovon)
479-2033.

ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS
Maintenance of a modern Navy requires the development
and effective fleet utilization of electronic systems of ever
increasing complexity, sophistication and applicability. In
order to insure that optimum use will be made of new
technological tools and methods made available by rapidly
advancing knowledge, the armed services must have officers who have completed specialized engineering studies
at the graduate level. Towards this end, the Engineering
Electronics Program ( #590) at Na val Postgraduate School
has been designed to provide the officer with broad and
up-to-date knowledge and skills which will enhance his
performance in operational, technical and managerial assignments throughout his career.

ADVANCED EDUCATION IN ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS
AT NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
The curriculum is designed to establish a broad background
of basic engineering knowledge leading to selected advanced studies in radar, guidance and navigation systems,
communications, electronic warfare, ships and weapons
control, information processing, or other pertinent areas of
professional applicability. Throughout the program, emphasis is placed on engineering principles that are directly
related to the design and performance of modern military
electronic systems. Learning is supported by extensive
facilities for pertinent "hands on" laboratory and project
work. Seminar programs stress current advances in the development of new systems.

THE ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE:

PREREQUISITES:

To provide officers, through
graduate education, with comprehensive scientific and technical
knowledge in the field of electronics engineering as applied to
Defense and Navy systems.

ELIGIBILITY:

Open to Lieutenant (Junior Grade)
through Lieutenant Commander in
11XX, 13XX, 14XX and 16XX designators, equivalent grade officers of
other U.S. services, and qualified
foreign military officers.

LENGTH:

Four to eight academic quarters (1
to 2 years) depending on the
student's undergraduate background, scholastic ability and the
length of time since the student's
undergraduate work.

ENTRANCE DATES:

September and March

DEGREE:

Requirements for the degree Master of Science in Electrical Engineering are met as an included part of
the curricular program.

The graduate-level studies are preceded by an introductory
core program designed to provide a smooth transition from
previous studies. This undergraduate program provides a
sound academic background in mathematics, computer
science and technology, physics and electrical engineering. It is tailored to individual needs and, hence, its duration depends on the academic preparation of each entering
student.
The advanced studies program is individually designed to
be academically sound, consistent with the needs of the
service, and to be responsive to the interests and objectives
of the officer. This portion is normally of 12 months duration and consists of graduate-core courses in designated
subject areas, including advanced electronics, signal processing, stochastic processes and advanced systems, accompanied by elective courses in coherent option areas
and by thesis research. Option areas include:

A Baccalaureate degree including

ELECTRONIC WARFARE
• Electronic Warfare Techniques and Systems
• Signa/Intelligence Systems Engineering
• Missile Guidance Systems
• Electromagnetic Compatibility

background and above average
grades in differential/integral calculus and general physics. Those
Jacking in this background may
matriculate via the Engineering Science Program.

SHIP CONTROL
• Optimal and Non-linear Control for Military Systems
• Electromagnetic Machines
• Energy Conversion
• Naval Ship Control Systems

ADVANCED EDUCATION IN
ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS
UNDER G RADUATE
MA T HEMATICS ·
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C OM MUNI C A T I O N
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THE O RY
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A N A L YS I S

C O M M UN ICA TI O NS
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RADAR

A D VA N CED

• Warfare Applications of Advanced Digital Computer
Systems
• Interactive Computation Systems
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THE AREAS O F :
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DATA SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
• Switching Theory and Logic Design
• Engineering Applications of Computers for Military Sys-

ENG INEERIN G

A D VA N CED
N E T WORK

THE ORY

•

ADVANCED ELECTRONICS
• Electrical Properties of Metals and Semiconductors
• Solid State Electronic Devices
• Integrated Electronics
• Defense Applications of Microwave Circuits and Measurements.
RADAR/MICROWAVE ENGINEERING
• Electromagnetic Theory
• Propagation
• Antenna Theory and Advanced Military Applications
• Electromagnetic Compatibility

ELECT IVE COURSES
IN

OPT ION

AREA

For further information write Code 32, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940, or call (408)
646-2056 (commercial), 479-2056 (A UTOVON) .
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THIS MATRIX DESCRIBES A POSSIBLE
GRADUATE PROGRAM
IN RADAR/MICROWAVE ENGINEERING

INFORMATION PROCESSING
• Stochastic Processes for Command and Control
• Signal Processing and Detection Theory
• Engineering Fundamentals of Electro-optios
• Engineering Applications of Computers for Military Sys-

tems

For p articularly well-qualified and motivated students
(based on both academi c performance and demonstrated
practi cal engi neeri ng ability) a program of advanced
graduate education is available. Selections for this program
are based on the needs of the service and the student's
availability. Upon completion of this program the student
will have qualified for the professional degree of Electrical
Engineer. Similarly, carefully selected students may, upon
completion of their engineering electronics program, matriculate immediately into a one-year graduate curriculum in
Systems Acquisition Management. Successful completion
of this " dual degree " program qualifies the student for
award of the degree Master of Science in Management. For
a small number of officers of superior academic ability and
exceptional potential for professional development, the
Doctor of Engineering Program is available.

munications engineering as applied to Military Command, Control
and Communication Systems.

WHY COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING?
The need for specialized education in the technology supporting Military Communications has long been recognized. In the early 1940's an applied communications curriculum existed at Naval Postgraduate School then located
at Annapolis . Since that time the communications curricula
at the school have steadily expanded both in breadth and
depth to maintain pace with an explosively expanding
communications technology. As the engineering aspect of
Military Communications became broader and more complex, and the need for officer subspecialists trained in
communications engineering became apparent, this need
was answered in 1957 by establishment of the Communications Engineering curriculum at Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey . By 1960 the curriculum had become wholly
technical, was two years in duration, and led to award of the
degree Bachelor of Science in Communications Engineering . In 1963, again responding to rapidly developing technology, the need for education beyond the undergraduate
level was recognized by establishing a three-year graduate
education program in communications . Since that time the
Communications Engineering curriculum has been continuously monitored, streamlined and updated through deletion of courses having diminished relevance and addition
of courses reflecting the ongoing state-of-the-art.

Today 's graduate of the Naval Postgraduate School Com munications Engineering Curriculum joins a clearly defined, highly qualified subspecialty community . His technical expertise gained through graduate education is
utilized in a wide variety of challenging assignments, both
afloat and ashore. His education, in combination with previous and subsequent operational experience, serves to
facilitate his development into a contender for future toplevel assignments as a technical manager. The technical
education provided by the Communications Engineering
CUrriculum is as fully relevant to the communications
specialist as it is to the warfare specialist, and can assume a
key role in the career development and potential of a
specialist officer.

WHAT ARE THE DETAILS?
OBJECTIVE:

To provide officers , through
graduate education, with a comprehensive scientific and technical
knowledge in the field of com-

PREREQUISITES:

A Baccalaureate degree or equivalent including background and
above
average
grades
in
differential /integra/ calculus and
general physics. It may be possible
for some students , motivated for
the Communications Engineering
Curriculum but lacking this background, to matriculate via the Engineering Science Program .

ELIGIBILITY:

Open to U .S. Naval officers with
11XX, 13XX, 14XX and 16XX designators; officers of other U.S . services; and foreign military officers .

LENGTH:

Four to eight academic quarters (1
to 2 years ) depending on the
student 's background and ability.

ENTRANCE DATES:

September and March

DECREE:

Requirements for the degree Master of Science in Electrical Engineering are met as an included part of
the Curricular Program.

WHAT IS THE PROGRAM?
Students ordered to the Communications Engineering Curriculum come from widely varying undergraduate academic
backgrounds, and vary greatly in the length of time since
completion of their undergraduate studies. For this reason
the academic program in Communications Engineering includes both undergraduate and graduate level courses . The
undergraduate courses serve to prepare the student for his
graduate studies through refreshing previous knowledge
and providing preparatory education in new areas . Officers
interested in graduate education in Communications Engineering are encouraged to prepare themselves for the
Communications Engineering curriculum through off-duty
study in mathematics , physics or other undergraduate
study areas prior to assignment to Naval Postgraduate
School. Based on the student's undergraduate academic
record, an optimum starting point in the curriculum is determined. Representative undergraduate material includes :

MATHEMATICS: Calculus review, introductory linear
algebra, differential equations, complex variable theory
PHYSICS: Mechanics, waves and particles, atomic
physics
COMPUTERS: Introduction to computers and FORTRAN, digital machines
CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS: Basic circuit theory, circuit
analysis, linear systems analysis, control systems
ELECTRONICS: Fundamentals of electronic engineering, pulse and digital circuits
ELECTROMAGNETICS: Fields and waves, electromagnetic engineering
COMMUNICATIONS: Communications theory, communications circuits
Upon completion of the necessary undergraduate study
and review, the Communications Engineering student begins his graduate program, which is typically four academic
quarters in duration. The student by this time will have
identified an area of interest in which he will do his thesis
research. Among the graduate studies available to Communications Engineering students are courses in the following areas:
• Antenna Engineering for Defense Applications
• Microwave Engineering in Military Communication
Systems
• Discrete Signal Processing
• Electromagnetic Compatibility
• Communications Satellite Systems Engineering
• Signal Intelligence and Communications Countermeasures
• Application of Operations Analysis /Systems Analysis
to Defense Communication systems
• Switching Theory
• Defense Communications Applications of Information Systems
• Advanced Military Communication Systems
• Financial and Managerial Accounting in Defense Program s
• Human Resource Management

WHERE DOES IT LEAD?
The subspecialty community of Navy communicators includes a small, viable group of Communications Engineers.
These officers form a vital part of the communications
community and may anticipate assignments to a variety of
demanding and rewarding billets. Upon completion of the
Communications Engineering Curriculum, an appropriate
subspecialty code is assigned to the officer. Officers of

other services completing this program qualify for the applicable Military Operational Specialty (MOS), or other service designator. Typical of billets filled by graduates of this
curriculum are:
In the Grade of Lieutenant Commander/Major
Communications /Operations Section
USCINCEUR
OPNAV
Head, Current Operations Action Unit
OPNAV
Assistant for Airborne Systems
Assistant for Submarine Systems
OPNAV
NELC
Surface Systems Programs Officer
Subsurface Systems Programs Officer
NELC
Electronics Engineer
DCA
NAVSECSTA
Space Programs Operations
Electronic Engineering Requirements Section TRITAC

In the Grade of Commander/Lieutenant Colonel
Assistant for Test and Evaluation
of Comm Systems
OPTEVFOR
Head, Tactical Communication System
Requirements Section
OPNAV
Head, Telecommunications Plans
& Policy Section
OPNAV
Assistant for SSBN Shipboard Systems
OPNAV
Head, Telecommunications Support Branch OPNAV
Director, Comm~nications Systems Division
NAVELEX
Military Instructor
NAVPGSCOL
Chief, Maintenance Standards Branch
NATO
Assistant for Communications Management
SACLANT
Member, Sa tellite Branch
JCS
Systems Plans Officer
DCA

In the Grade of Captain /Colonel
Communications Plans, Policies
and Requirements
OPNAV
Head, Strategic Office of Defensive Warfare OPNAV
Chief of Operations Branch, COMSEC Division ]CS
Chief, Defense Communications
DCA
Engineering Office
Assistant Intelligence Officer
OSD
Member, Communications Engineering
OSD
Study and Liaison Group
Executive Officer
TRITAC

For further information write Code 32, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940, or call (408)
646-2056. AUTOVON 479-2056.

ADVANCED EDUCATION in
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Officers enter with varied academic backgrounds and complete intellectually demanding courses in a wide variety of
subjects. In addition, the programs include completion of
an aviation-oriented thesis project under the personal guidance of a faculty advisor, award of appropriate graduate
degrees, and, for many, a practical work experience tour at a
Navy or civilian aviation industria l activity. As a result, naval
officers develop sound graduate-level technical ability
based on general engineering and scientific principles,
build a new appreciation for continuing education, acquire
diverse professional knowledge, become aware of the
many complex elements of problems, develop analytical
ability for practical problem solving, broaden their capacity
for original thought, and discover a new personal confidence .
ENTRANCE DATES:

Students may enter Aero programs
at any time du ring the year.

DURATION:

Up to two years, depending on the
student's background and ability.

OBjECTIVE:

Professional
knowledge
in
Aeronautical Engineering and an
OTMS Subspecialty Code.

DEGREE:

Master of Science in Aeronautical
Engineering normally is included as
part of the program . (Adva n ced
programs are available through the
Doctorate for a few selected officers.)

ENTRANCE
REQUIREMENTS:

WHO CAN ATTEND:

Mathematics through differential
and integral calculus. A Baccalaureate degree, or equivalent, is
required, preferably in engineering
or physical science. Students not
meeting these requirements can
sometimes be accommodated
through special preparatory work.
Naval aviation officers an d officers
of other U.S. services. Allied officers may also enroll, subject to the
exclusion of particular classified
courses.

CURRICULUM
The curriculum is tuned to Navy needs and also satisfie'
degree requirements established by appropriate academ1
departments . Aeronautical Programs are multi-disciplinary
and include the following specialty areas:
Flight Dynamics
Gasdynamics
Flight Propulsion
Flight Structures
Air Weapons
Aero Computer Science
Aerospace Physics
Aeroelectronics
Courses are available for in-depth coverage to support
thesis res earch on topics such as: manned and unmanned
flight vehicles, automatic landing systems, control of flight
vehicles from hovering fligh t to hypersonic reentry, chemica l explosives, blast and shock effects, computer applications to the flight vehicle, electro-optics, laser technology,
and avionics . Extensive laboratory and computer facilities
are available to supplement instructional and thesis research programs. Consequently, the . Aero program provides the opportuni ty for aviation warfare specialists to
study in most areas, using general engineering and scientific principles as a cornerstone.

In addition to those technical courses that form the structure of the graduate program and meet degree requirements, each student takes courses which are particularly
relevant to Navy needs and career development in areas
such as the following:
Avionics
Computer Science
Material Science
Systems Reliability

Aviation Safety
Operations Analysis
Financial Management
Systems Acquisition
Management

PREPARATORY PHASE
Preparation for graduate study is tailored to each officer's
background and is programmed for a minimum time consistent with his capability. Individualized instruction will
begin immediately upon arrival to ensure an adequate
background in the following areas:
Linear Algebra and Vector Analysis
Calculus and Differential Equations
Fluid- Thermo-Gasdynamics
Solid Mechanics and Dynamics
Vehicle Aerodynamics
Each student's academic transcript will be evaluated for
possible validation of courses in areas where a sufficiently
strong record of achievement is evident. Validation or credit
by examination is also possible.
GRADUATE PHASE
After the preparatory program, students have an under-

standing of the various specialty areas in the Aeronautical
Engineering Curriculum. Selection for various graduate
programs is made, based on academic performance, career
availability, and personal career plans of the student. At this
point, students select a thesis topic and prepare individual
study programs in consultation with thesis advisors.
Qualification for a subspecialty code typically calls for
completion of five quarters of work in the graduate phase.
Concurrently, a portion of the graduate work meets the
requirements for the degree Master of Science in Aeronautical Engineering.
Officers demonstrating particularly strong academic performance may enter a program leading to the advanced
degree of Aeronautical Engineer or the two-year Dual Masters program in which the student completes requirements
for both the Master of Science in Aeronautical Engineering
and Master of Science in Management. An exceptionally
well-qualified officer may be selected for the Doctoral program .
CAREER PLANNING
Unrestricted line officers who successfully complete any of
the approved programs are awarded an aeronautical subspecialty code (811XP) and subsequently may qualify for the
promotion-enhancing designation of "Proven Subspecialist" in accordance with the Operational Technical
Managerial System (OTMS).
The URL officer primarily seeks this professional development to enhance his opportunity for the major career goal
of Aviation Command and may use his education and subspecialty to qualify for the additional career goal of Major
Project Manager for naval aviation weapon systems.
Officers desiring to specialize in a technical management
career become prime candidates for Aeronautical Engineering Duty in the Restricted Line. Officers transferring to the
Restricted Line (AED) usually seek career goals of Major
Project Manager and command of Naval Air Rework
Facilities, Naval Plant Representative Offices, Naval
Laboratories, and RDT&E Centers. Restricted Line officers
receive the same subspecialty code as URL officers, but
usually specialize in technical management assignments .

For further information regarding this program, write or call
Code 31, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940
(Area Code 408) 646-2491 or (Autovon) 479-2491.

GRADUATE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
FOR
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
This program of advanced education is the logical outgrowth from previous nontechnical curricula in Naval
Communications. Established in 1969, the Telecommunications Curriculum is designed to provide the Naval Communications Subspecialty Community with officers educated in fields relevant to technical managership. Sponsored by Commander, Naval Tele~ommunications Command, this program is continuously reviewed and updated
in technical and managerial content. The student receives a
well rounded mix of courses in communications technology and systems, as well as in management of manpower,
funds, material and information.

OBJECTIVE:

PREREQUISITES:

To provide instruction to officers
who will perform as Communications Managers of new communications systems applications or as
Communications Officers in large
commands and staffs, afloat and
ashore, including the organization
of the )oint Chiefs of Staff and the
Defense Communications Agency.
A Baccalaureate degree or equivalent with above average grades including mathematics through college algebra and trigonometry. The
student must be ready to start calculus upon enrollment.

ELIGIBILITY:

Open to Lieutenants (junior grade)
through Commander in 11XX,
13XX, and 16XX designators, equivalent grade officers of other U.S.
services, and qualified foreign
military officers, subject to exclusion of certain classified courses.

LENGTH:

Six academic quarters (1% years) or
less depending on student's
academic background and ability.

ENTRANCE DATES:

September and March

DEGREE:

Requirements for the Master of Science in Management are met as an
included part of the curricular program.

Officers requesting the Telecomm unications (#620) Curriculum are encouraged to undertake off-duty studies prior
to assignment to Naval Postgraduate School in the areas of
mathematics and basic electronics. The curriculum comprises both undergraduate and graduate level courses, and
each course meets in part one of the program requirements .
Students are also encouraged to validate required undergraduate courses where possible. Visits to nearby Defense
and commercial communicati on activities are an integral
part of the curriculum. Included in these visits is a two-week
experience tour to a Naval Communication Station, where
the student has the opportunity to see and participate in
practical applications of communications management
principles in a rea l-life environment. A program of se. inars
by officers and officials of major communication activities
provides current information on relevant Naval and Defense communication programs and fun ctions. Upon
graduation the student is assigned an appropriate subspecialty identification code. As a Communications Subspecialist the officer has available to him a very wide range
of possible assignments in which to further develop his
subspecialty. Presently over 190 billets are identified and
coded to be filled by graduates of the Telecommunications
Curriculum. These billets are loca ted afloat and ashore; in
CONUS and overseas.
DESCRIPTION OF CURRICULUM
The Telecommunications Curriculum is a carefully integrated, interdisciplinary program containing courses provided by several different academic departments.

MODERN CIRCUIT SWITCHING

Basic courses provide review of or grounding in mathematics through calculus and probability/statistics. Also included is an introduction to computers and programming.
These courses provide the essential tools required for
further study in the following four broad areas.
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS are
approached from the systems engineering standpoint, consistent with the varied educational backgrounds of students
entering the Telecommunications Curriculum. An introductory course on communications technology is followed
by courses in military communication systems, transmission systems, and communications systems analysis. For
students with an electrical engineering undergraduate
background, a more technical communications engineering course sequence is available.
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
standards, procedures and policies are an included part of
the curriculum.
ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT courses provide the
student, a future technical manager, with an understanding
of the precepts of sound Defense Agency management
p ractice. Defense telecommunications applications of
real-time information systems, and the effective utilization
of such systems, receive in-depth coverage. Education is
provided in control and use of human resources, with emphasis on societal problems and the interaction of these
problems in achieving effective management.
FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS courses provide
quantitative and procedural techniques aimed at developing ability for logical and effective economic decision making.

Further specialized education in any of the foregoing broad
areas is available through elective courses. A selection of
electives is available in the following areas; economics of
computer/data systems, military organizational development, personnel training and development, applications of
management information systems, and Defense Department procurement policy.

MESSAGE HANDLING DURING WW/1

For additional information write Code 32, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940, or call (408) 646-2056
(commercial), 479 2056 (AUTOVON).

A COMPUTER LABORATORY AT
THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

Over the last two decades graduate education in the Administrative Sciences has become an integral part of the
advanced studies conducted at the Naval Postgraduate
School. Rapid growth in science and technology has led to
increased specialization in both technical and managerial
areas. This specialization within society at large has been
reflected within the armed services. During his recent tenure as Deputy Secretary of Defense, David Packard
pointed out the need within the armed services to develop
officers competent in the life cycle management of defense
systems. The U.S . Navy responded to this need through the
development of a new curricula at the Naval Postgraduate
School in Systems Acquisition Management (#816).

ADVANCED EDUCATION in
SYSTEMS ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT
This newly developed curriculum consists of basic core
courses, which provide the fundamental disciplines that
form the foundation upon which to develop knowledge of
the acquisition process. Through more advanced courses,
the student gains knowledge of the structure of acquisition
management in the Department of Defense, the decisions
required of the acquisition manager, as well as an understanding of the forces at work in industry and within the
executive and legislative branches of government and how
these forces impact on systems acquisition policies and
procedures . Elective courses are available to enable the
student to gain additional knowledge in acquisition areas of
particular interest. Classroom instruction stresses theoretical concepts as well as real world problem solving . This is
accomplished through lectures, case studies, problem exercises and computer simulation exercises. Field trips to
industrial and military activities are also utilized to reinforce
and further develop classroom concepts .

An integral part of the curriculum is a weekly seminar in
which students are able to participate in question and answer sessions with senior military and civilian Defense officials, officials of other government agencies, and industry
executives. Officers from the U.S . Navy who successfully
complete this curriculum are awarded the Master of Science
in Management and recommended for the appropriate subspecialty code .
GOAL: To provide selected officers an advanced education
in the fundamental concepts, methodology, and analytical
techniques required for the life cycle management of the
planning and acquisition of defense systems. This curriculum is designed to meet the expanding needs for acquisition management personnel at service headquarters
and related activities having system acquisition management responsibilities .
ENTRANCE DATES:

September

DURATI ON:

Four to six quarters, depending on
the student's background and ability.

DEGREE:

Requirem ents for the Master of Science in Management are met as an
included part of the curricular program.

ADMISSION
REQUIREMENT:

WHO CAN ATTEND:

A Baccalaureate degree with
above-average grades is required.
Completion of differential and in tegral calculus is considered essential mathematical preparation prior
to starting the curriculum . Undergraduate majors in engineering or
physical science are highly desirable, though other majors may be
acceptable if the officer's experience demonstrates acquired technical competence.

Most U.S. Naval officers and officers of the other U.S. armed force s.

The normal program followed by students in the Systems
Acquisition Curriculum is as follows:
Fundamentals Program
Financial Accounting
Managerial Accounting
Individual and Group Behavior
Managerial Economics
Fundamentals of Operations Analysis
Methods of Operations Analysis /Systems Analysis
Survey of Operations Analysis /Systems Analysis
Graduate Program
Introduction to Defense Systems Acquisition
Fundamentals of Project Management
Systems Analysis
Production Management
Systems Effectiveness Concepts & Methods
Human Resource Management in DOD
Public Expenditure Policy and Analysis
Methods and Practices of Procurement and Contract
Administration
Seminar in Acquisition Management
Systems Engineering Management
Logistics Support
Three Electives
Thesis Research

Elective courses for students in the Systems Acquisition
Management Curriculum may be selected from a wide variety of courses offered at the Naval Postgraduate School in
th e following areas:

The academic programs in this curriculum usually include
both undergraduate and graduate level courses. The undergraduate courses fulfill or refresh prerequisites for the
graduate level courses, thus students with adequate undergraduate preparation may omit some or all of the undergraduate material. The length and content of academic
programs can be varied to reflect both the academic background of the student and the curricular objectives and
structure required by the parent service or organization.

Accounting
Financial Analysis
Organizational Behavior
Industrial Relations
Operations Analysis
Management Information Systems
Management Policy
Performance, Conduct and Structure of the
Defense Industry

For further information regarding this program write Code
36, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940, or
telephone (408) 646-2536, or (AUTOVON) 479-2536.
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Over the last two decades graduate education in the Administrative Sciences has become an integral part of the
advanced studies conducted at the Naval Postgraduate
School. A key occupational group in an industrial society is
management. Effective direction of efforts by administrators is central to the accomplishment of organizational
goals and the efficient utilization of human, financial and
material resources. In the United States, the need for individuals educated in the administrative sciences has been
burgeoning, and the supply of such it:Jdividuals is falling
further and further behind the demand for them .

development of military officers with diverse academic
backgrounds. Upon successful completion of the curriculum, the officer will have a sound understanding of the
financial processes of major U.S. industries in their dealings
with the private and public sector, an appreciation of capital
budgeting and management of the dollar resources of the
Services, broad knowledge of the inventory and allocation
processes within the Department of Defense, an understanding of the elements of the procurement cycle, including contract administration, and insight into individual,
group, and organizational behavior.

The Naval Postgraduate School currently offers three curricula in the Administrative Sciences, with all curricula leading to the degree of Master of Science in Management.

GOAL: The graduate will possess the requisite knowledge
and skills to enable liim to plan, conduct and manage
complex material, financial and/or manpower systems
within the Department of Defense.

Curriculum Number
Curriculum Title
827
Admin Science (Materia/)
Admin Science (Financial)
837
847
Admin Science (Manpower/Personnel)

ENTRANCE DATES:

january and June

DURATION:

Four to six quarters, depending on
the student's ability and background.

DEGREE:

Requirements for the Master of Science in Management are met as an
included part of the curricular program.

These three curricula share a set of common core courses,
but allow the individual officer student to concentrate on
Material, or Financial, or Manpower/Personnel.

Dne additional curriculum leading to the degree Master of
Science in Management is being developed and is
scheduled to be first offered in fiscal year 1976.
Curriculum Number
857

ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS:

Curriculum Title
Admin Science
(Human Resources)

Education in the Administrative Sciences at the Naval Postgraduate School is an interdisciplinary program integrating
mathematics, accounting and financial management,
economics, behavioral science, management theory, and
operations/systems analysis, with the student's area of emphasis, i.e., financial, material, or manpower/personnel.

ADVANCED EDUCATION IN
ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE
The Administrative Science Curricula (numbers 827, 837 and
847) have been designed to provide graduate /eve/ education in the managerial skills essential to the professional

WHO CAN ATTEND:

A Baccalaureate degree or equivalent with above average grades coupled with superior professional performance and potential. Completion of at /east one semester of college mathematics at or above the
/eve/ of co/lege algebra or
trigonometry is considered to be
the minimum mathematical preparation.
Most officers of the U.S. Navy and
officers of other U.S. and allied services.

The academic programs in this curriculum usually include
both undergraduate and graduate /eve/ courses. The undergraduate courses fulfill or refresh prerequisites for the
graduate level courses, thus students with adequate undergraduate preparation may omit some or all of the undergraduate material. The length and content of academic
programs can be varied to reflect both the academic background of the student and the curricular objectives and
structure required by the parent service or organization.

A typical program followed by students enrolled in the
Administrative Science Curricula is as follows:
Fundamentals Program:
Matrix Algebra
Differential Calculus
Integral Calculus
Probability
Economic Decision Making
Microeconomic Theory
Financial Accounting
Managerial Accounting
Individual and Group Behavior
Organization and Management
Graduate Program:
The graduate portion of the curriculum conststs of required
courses, three elective courses in the student's curriculum
area, one free elective, and thesis research. Any transfer of
graduate credit which may be applicable is used to reduce
the number of courses in this area.
Operations Analysis for Defense Management
Systems Analysis
Decision Analysis
Management Information Systems and the Computer
COBOL Progra mming
Civilian Personnel Management in Government
Human Resource Managemen t in DOD
Public Policy Processes
Manag ement Policy in the Public Sector
Three Electives in Curriculum Area
f ree Elective
Thesis Research

As previously mentioned, the Administrative Science Curricula share a common core of cours es . The curricula are
differentiated by the selection of three elective courses
from the below lists and the completion of thesis research
in the curriculum area of study.
Material/Logistics
Transportation Management
Transportation Policy
Procurement and Contract Administration
Military Procurement Policy
Marketing Strategy
Physical Distribution and Supply Systems
Seminar in Material/Logis tics
Management of Defense Production

Financial Management
Accounting Theory and Standards
Seminar in Accounting and Control
Cost Accounting
Governmental Accounting .
Internal Control and Auditing
Controllership
Decision Making for Financial Management
Seminar in Financial Management
Application of Management Informati on Systems
Personnel/Manpower
Behavioral Research Methodology
Individual Behavior
Industrial Psychology
Planning and Control
Leadership and Group Behavior
Comparative Cultures
Sociological Analysis
Analysis of Bureaucracy
Organizational Behavior and Administration
Human Resources Seminar
Personnel Selection and Classification
Personnel Training and Development
Personnel Performance Evaluation
Personnel Motivation
Organization Theory
Organiza tion Development
Industrial Relations
Specia l programs in Economics and Management
Science/Operations Resea rch have been developed to
meet specific requirements of various U.S. services and
allied nations.
Much of the material in the Administrative Science Curriculum is related in general terms to broad educational
concepts taught at various civilian institutions. However,
this material when illustrated with military applications, and
combined with other material not available at civilian institutions is directly related to actual military requirements.
In addition, the day to day involvement in administration
and teaching of staff and faculty personnel familiar with the
Armed Forces and dedicated to meeting defense requirements, provides for continued responsiveness and relevan cy at the Naval Postgraduate School.
For further information regarding these programs write to:
Code 36 Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940,
or telephone (408) 646-2536, or AUTOVON 479-2536.

THE CHALLENGE
The U.S. Navy faces today a potential adversary whose
weapons systems are new, sophisticated, powerful, and
numerous; and whose personnel have shown ingenuity
and adriotness in exploiting both their weapons and the
operating environment. Only the very best intelligence will
enable the nation to protect its security interests and the
Navy to accomplish its wartime and peacetime missions.
The intelligence officer plays a central role in responding to
this powerful, complex threat. The naval intelligence curriculum was developed and established in order to
strengthen the capacity of the intelligence community to
meet this multifaceted challenge. The particular, urgent
requirements of the entire naval service for the employment of advanced techniques and concepts in producing
accurate, complete, and timely intelligence form the basis
of the curriculum. The curriculum which has been developed to meet the need is broadly inter-disciplinary. In
general terms, it covers several areas of the physical sciences, engineering, mathematical analysis, management,
and national security affairs. Its uniqueness as an educational program reflects the diversity of interests of the naval
intelligence community. Because of its academic breadth
and the essential part intelligence plays in naval operations,
the curriculum is applicable to the professional development of all URL officers throughout their careers.

ADVANCED EDUCATION in
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE
The naval intelligence curriculum, #825, is a unique combination of courses, many of which are themselves unique.
An integrated technical background is provided in such
areas as underwater acoustics, communications theory,
signal processing, control systems, and aerodynamics. Advanced education is provided in the national security affairs
of the U.S., USSR and PRC; the Soviet Navy; probability and
statistics; forecasting; threat analyses; net assessment; and
management. Student professional development is fostered by courses in communications skills, human goals,
and naval intelligence seminars. The technical courses
stress a nonmathematica/ approach to a holistic understanding of basic principles. The courses on national security affairs stress a regional approach to understanding
how the major international actors define and defend their
security interests. Electives provide some flexibility for students to explore pertinent areas of particular interest.

GOAL: To produce graduate subspecialists who will apply
the broad education they receive to the intelligence process in a creative and innovative manner and who are prepared to participate actively in the evaluation of technical
and political information and to manage analysis and collection programs.
DURATION:

Up to 18 months, depending on the
student's background and ability.

DEGREE:

Requirements for the degree Master of Arts in Naval Intelligence are
included as part of the curricular
program.

ENTRANCE
REQUIREMENTS:

PREPARATION:

Mathematics through college
algebra, an overall grade average of
C + or better, and a baccalaureate
degree. The degree may be in any
field but preferably should be in the
social sciences, science, or engineering.
Officers may increase their opportunity for selection for the curriculum by pursuing studies in allied areas on their own. While intelligence draws upon specialists in
almost every field of academic endeavor, interested officers should
concentrate their studies on such
fields as political science, modern
history, international relations, national security affairs, oceanography, electrical engineering,
physics, and management.

WHO MAY A ITEND:

This curriculum is open only to officers in the U.S. Navy. It is designed for URL officers of all warfare
specialties. A limited number of
seats are also available for intelligence specialists.

PROGRAM OF STUDY
The curriculum consists of four sequences of studies plus
two electives. Material is grouped in the sequences based
on academic prerequisites and subject matter. Based on
previous experience or study, students may validate particular courses. In addition to the course work, all students
are required to submit an acceptable thesis.

NAVAL TECHNOLOGY SEQUENCE
The naval technology sequence provides the intelligence
officer with knowledge of the vocabulary, resource material
and applications of scientific and technical information relevant to military systems. Environmental and physical
phenomena are described at a non-mathematical/eve/. This
sequence is composed of courses in:
Concepts of Environmental Science
Concepts of Science and Engineering .
Survey of Military Technology: Concepts
and Applications
Special Topics in Technological Assessment

ANALYTICAL AND MANAGEMENT SEQUENCE
The analytical and management sequence provides intelligence officers with knowledge of the methods, technology, and limitations of analytical tools and management
techniques applicable to the naval intelligence process.
This sequence includes studies in:
Mathematics for Naval Intelligence
Probability and Statistics for Naval Intelligence
and CommunicatiOIJS Man~ment
OperatiOnal Analysis for Naval Intelligence
Survey of Computers and Programming
lnteliigence Data Analysis
Forecasting, Threat Analysis and Net Assessment
Organizational Behavior and Naval Intelligence
Special Topics in the Analysis of Intelligence Problems
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE
The professional development sequence provides intelligence officers with opportunities for professional growth as
naval officers, development of communications skills, and
insight into the challenges which presently face the naval
community. Included within this sequence are seminars in
Naval Intelligence and human resource management.
For further information rega rding this program write Code
382 Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93940 (Area
Code 408) 646-2228 (Autovon) 479-2228.

SOVIET "KASHIN" CLASS
GUIDED MISSILE DESTROYER
This unit is the first gas-turbine powered warship in
the world. It is typical of the modern blue-water navy
that the Soviet Union has built since WW/1.

SECURITY AFFAIRS SEQUENCE
The security affairs sequence provides the intelligence officer with knowledge of the vocabulary, resource material,
and application of political and social information to
analyses of U.S. security interests. Relevant historical data
and the present security interests of the U.S. are examined
.vis-a-vis the security objectives of other major international
powers. Courses which comprise this sequence include:
Theory and Practice of International Politics
American National Security Policy
. .
Problems o( Government and Security in the
Soviet Union
Problems of Government and Security in East Asia
and the Pacific Ocean
Soviet Maritime and Naval Strategy
Special Topics in American Security and Foreign Policy

SOVIET TU-95 "BEAR" ON A
CARRIER RECONNAISSANCE MISSION
The pay-off for the naval intelligence officer is fleet readiness.

A CLASS IN THERMOELECTRIC PHENOMENA
The naval intelligence curriculum offers instruction in
a wide variety of disciplines of concern to naval intelligence .

